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I.  Swedish Economic Development1

From the 1870s and hundred years on, the Swedish economy displayed the second fastest growth rate 
in the world, surpassed only by Japan. During that period, Sweden evolved from one of  the poorest 
countries in Europe to the third wealthiest country in the world2.  In conjunction with the turmoil 
brought about by the oil crises, the turn of  the tide shifted. Sweden experienced almost three decades 
of  economic stagnation. Following the worst economic hollow-out, that took place in 1990-91, the 
economy again improved, however. In the last decade, Sweden again belonged to the fastest growing 
economies in Europe, albeit naturally there are now much faster growing economies in other parts of  
the world.

The economic performance displayed by Sweden has been aided by peace and neutrality during the last 
two hundred years. It is also fair to say that Sweden has benefited from a mixed economic system in 
which a considerable part of  the private sector has engaged heavily in international trade whereas the 
public sector has grown to become one of  the biggest in the world. Sweden is further marked by a 
modern distribution system,  excellent  internal  and external  communications,  a  skilled  labour  force, 
exceptionally large investment in research and development (R&D), and so on. Timber, hydropower, 
and  iron  ore  constitute  the  resource  base  of  an  economy  heavily  oriented  toward  foreign  trade. 
Privately owned firms account for about 90 per cent of  industrial output, of  which the engineering 
sector accounts for 50 per cent of  output and exports. Agriculture accounts for only 1 per cent of  
GDP and 2 per cent of  employment.

A number of  factors explain the great leap Sweden made from the late 20th century onward. Among 
them are the factors listed in Box 1. What is less clear is to what extent the Swedish miracle has been 
the result of  “conscious, sound policy”.

Box 1. Mainstream factors explaining early Swedish economic growth

1 The author is grateful to Piero Formica, Hanna Larsson, Glenn Gran and Matthieu Roest for substantive input and 
extensive assistance with data collection and analysis. The ECLAC secretariat is also thanked for useful comments. The 
author alone is responsible for any errors and emissions.

2 As late as the 19th century, Sweden was still a poor, agricultural country, suffering from a chaotic monetary system and a 
general lack of  access to credit (Södersten, 1991). As of  1970 Sweden was the world’s third richest country measured in 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita. Today, Sweden appears in 14th place, but with a relatively strong growth 
performance given its high income level (OECD fact book, 2007).
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• Exports of  such commodities as iron ore and timber products to Britain and the European 
continent.

• Educational investments – by introducing public schools in 1842, Sweden achieved a broad, 
high knowledge level, sharing the top of  the knowledge table with the United States during 
the second half  of  the 19th century.

• Free enterprise – numerous entrepreneurs dared to challenge the risk of  personal failure as 
entrepreneurs, especially due to the introduction of  limited liability companies around the 
turn of  the 20th century, which made it possible to start up businesses with a reasonable level 
of  personal risk.

• Expansion of  infrastructure – notably railroads – using foreign capital.
• Liberalization measures – the entire guild system was scrapped in 1846.
• Modern democracy – the parliament of  four estates (nobility, clergy, burghers and peasants) 

ceased to exist in 1866.
• An efficient, non-corrupt bureaucracy.



a.  Emergent industrialization

The start of  the Swedish industrial development and sustained economic growth are normally dated to 
be around the 1870s. At that time the Swedish business sector was based on the commodities (plus the 
old metal-working and foundry village environments)  that  existed in the country.  The country  had 
already before emerged as an exporter of  raw materials, which constituted the engine of  growth. At the 
time  of  the  industrial  revolution,  raw  materials,  capital  accumulation,  labour  and  skills  began  to 
complement each other in a favourable manner, however.

The export was dominated by two industry sectors: pig and bar iron and timber and wood products. At 
the  same time,  the  agricultural  sector  underwent  land  reforms and a switch from grain  to animal 
production. These changes helped fuel the emergent industrialization (Södersten, 1991). As agricultural 
production became more efficient, more people could move to the expanding manufacturing industry 
(Isacson & Morell, 2002). Emigration and urbanization further contributed to broad societal changes 
(Schön, 2000).

By the late 19th century, the economy started to diversify as raw materials  were being turned into 
increasingly  advanced products.  Refined  and further  processed through a  range of  innovative  and 
entrepreneurial efforts,  the raw materials and the original skills  and attention they engaged lays the 
foundation for a broad and highly diversified manufacturing sector, which even today continues to 
form a solid basis for the private business sector and the overall economy. Demand from industry, 
together with household consumption, laid the basis for the private service sector which has developed 
well overall, but whose performance has not really been exceptional in international comparison. In a 
more  spectacular  fashion,  scientific  and  technical  effort  has  contributed  to  waves  of  innovations, 
although many of  the most important ones have been less high-tech but more of  a medium-tech 
nature while responding effectively to real customer needs. Innovation has thus contributed to the rise 
of  new products, firms and industries.

Figure 1. Sweden’s stages of industrial and economic development

Source: Authors own construction

This economic transformation of  the Swedish economy, with its sequential stages, is illustrated in figure 
1. Economic growth has mostly been accompanied by sound public finances. After World War II, it 
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was gradually influenced by the growing welfare and re-distributive ambitions of  Swedish governments.

b.  Improvements in infrastructure

The  early breakthrough of  industrialization was greatly aided by fundamental investments in social, 
human and physical infrastructure. Most obvious are the expansion of  the education system, and the 
consistent expansion of  transport and communications. The key components had to do with railroads 
(from the 1850s), the telegraph (from 1853) and the telephone. There was a swift development of  
energy production and distribution, and so on.

The  advance  of  the  railway  system  played  the  most  conspicuous  role  in  setting  off  Swedish 
industrialisation  from the  outset,  as  it  brought  not  only  domestic  transportation  benefits  but  also 
became  viewed  as  closely  associated  with  booming  export  for  the  high-endowed  iron-  and  steel 
industry, and a role for Sweden as first-rate provider to the rest of  industrialized Europe with high-
quality reliable commodities and also more refined goods.

Accompanying the continuous decline in transport and communications costs, international trade and 
information exchanges have expanded systematically. Continuous development of  modern transport 
and  communications  infrastructure  has  underpinned  increasing  high-value  added  production  and 
services.

c.  From the trading houses to the establishment of a modern banking system

In the early  stages of  Swedish transformation,  traders  and trading  houses played a crucial  role  in 
financing industry. However, as the development proceeded, newly established banks took over much 
of  the investments. Whereas foreign ownership played a limited role, as international trade expanded, 
international  financial  links  were  established and started to grow.  Already in  its  early  development 
phase, Sweden emerged as a significant importer of  international capital.  This capital was devoted to 
broadly based improvements in infrastructure, not to consumption (Södersten, 1991).

The  establishment  of  the  banking  system  enabled  new  entrepreneurs  to  access  funds  for  their 
inventions and innovations more easily. The result was an increasing domestic tradition of  innovation 
(Södersten, 1991). The list of  famous, Swedish innovators is a long one. Around the turn of  the last 
century, there were Nobel, de Laval, Kreuger, the Wallenbergs, Rausing, and many others.3 Later on 
there were Kamprad, Persson, Hult and the many names associated with modern technologies, such as 
the dot-com and biotech fields.

It should be underlined that the liberalisation of  the Swedish economy has been partial all along. Parts 
of  industry were long sheltered from international competition, and some continue to be. Likewise, as 
for long-term private equity investment, Swedish companies were offered the regulatory and financial 
means to invest abroad, but the financial system did not allow for any major inflows of  foreign equity 
capital, notably as the ownership of  Swedish-based companies was strongly protected.

d.  Quality and supply of human capital

One of  Sweden’s most favourable comparative advantages has been the high level of  human capital 
(Gylfason, Andersen,  Honkapohja,  Isachsen  &  Williamson,  1997).  Already  in  its  early  stage  of  
industrialization, Sweden had a relatively high-educated population compared to other countries in the 
3 The domination of  the Wallenberg family in Swedish corporate society, which in effect followed upon the series of  

events that started with the death of  Ivar Kreuger in a hotel room in Paris 1932, and the subsequent so-called “Kreuger 
crash”, lasts to this day.
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same stage of  development. A crucial step was the introduction of  a public mandatory elementary 
school  during the  19th century  (Myhrman,  1994).  This  reflected a  conscious strategy  to achieve  a 
literacy rate of  100 per cent within one generation (Blomström & Kokko, 2002). Additionally, daily 
newspaper were established and diffused to a larger share of  the population as educational attainment 
grew, which later enabled further enhancement of  human and social capital (Schön, 2000). Today, there 
is an intensive discussion whether the Swedish educational and training system is still internationally 
competitive, which will be returned to below.

At  times,  entrepreneurs  and  professionals  have  articulated  the  need  of  improvements  in  higher 
educational segments. This started early on, as a shortage of  professional skills existed during the early 
stages of  industrialization (Myhrman, 1994). Consequently, a large share of  foreign know-how has been 
imported to Sweden, both from the European continent, from other Nordic countries, and them from 
other parts of  the world.  Throughout, there has also been an outflow of  highly educated Swedes, 
some of  whom have returned later on, which means that the Swedish economy has benefited from 
two-way flows of  brain circulation. Still, a continuous tendency for shortages in the supply of  highly 
educated labour led to the gradual creation and expansion of  vocational and technical institutions at 
senior secondary level. Hence, during a time frame of  20 years, the number of  technical secondary 
schools  more  than  doubled,  in  part  to  meet  the  demand  from industry,  in  part  to  make  higher 
education more accessible for a growing part of  the population (Table 1).

Table 1. Number of technical secondary schools and students in Sweden, 1890-1910
Year Number of  schools Number of  students

/ 1890-91 28 4800
/ 1895-96 32 5300
/ 1900-01 41 7500
/ 1905-06 54 9500
/ 1909-10 68 10800

Source: Myhrman, 1994

These institutions greatly enhanced interest throughout the country in higher education. A number of  
university  colleges,  offering tertiary  education,  thus followed in the  next stage and enabled a swift 
increase  in  the  share  of  highly  educated.  Those  regions  or  countries  that  succeeded  in  obtaining 
investment  in  education  have  consistently  seen  their  economic  performances  improve  as  well 
(Blomström and Kokko, 2002; Andersson et al., 2006).

The government effort and investment into both primary and higher education helped increase the 
quality  of  the labour force and supported Sweden’s  evolution into a well-endowed nation when it 
comes to human capital. Of  course, education was not the only explanation, but traditional values and 
work ethics also played a role. In any case, progress has manifested itself  in:

• The  establishment  and  development  of  respectable  educational  institutions  and  general 
attitudes that favour innovation.

• Transparent and well-functioning public institutions, which have been mostly supportive of  a 
business-friendly environment, and

• A high readiness by key national stakeholders, including the general public, to welcome new 
technologies and products.

Total expenditure on education has most often been above OECD level. For several years, Sweden held 
one of  the top positions in the Human Development Index. (Table 2) illustrates 2006 year’s ranking.
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Table 2. Educational enrolment
HDI Rank Country 2004

1 Norway 100
2 Iceland 96
3 Australia 113
4 Ireland 99
5 Sweden 96
6 Canada 93
7 Japan 85
8 United States 93
9 Switzerland 86
10 Netherlands 98
11 Finland 100
12 Luxembourg 85
13 Belgium 95
14 Austria 91
15 Denmark 101

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics. 2006

Despite the apparent success of  the educational effort, Sweden today is faced with issues about how to 
retain its position. These are returned to later in the report.

e.  Competitiveness and innovation

During the past 15–20 years, the Swedish economy and the world in which it competes  have gone 
through a number of  far-reaching changes, some of  which are:

• The rise of  a new basic (or generic) technology – IT – which permeates the whole of  society.

• New deregulated and global markets.

• The larger role of  knowledge/intellectual capital in competitiveness.

• New organizational structures in companies, larger foreign ownership and less production in 
Sweden.

• More stable macroeconomic policies coupled with more sweeping industrial restructuring.

In one century, between 1900 and 2000, the contribution of  the industrial sector to GDP has declined 
in most developed countries. This applies to Sweden as well, where it reached its peak in 1960. (Table 
3). Increased mechanization enables rapid productivity growth, while employment keeps switching to 
more labour-dependent areas. Although the manufacturing sector is on the decline in relative terms, 
and the service content is rising, however, manufacturing remains vibrant and a source of  dynamism 
for the economy as a whole.
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Table 3. Contribution to GDP (per cent)
Year 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 28 22 12 8 4 2
Industry and other production 31 35 42 46 35 29
Private Services 37 38 37 36 39 49
Public services 4 5 8 10 23 20
GDP 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: SCB Statistical Yearbook (2005)

High productivity growth (Table 4) has combined with considerable growth in certain high-technology 
manufacturing industries.  At the same time, the high labour productivity growth during 1970-2003, 
accompanied by a decreasing manufacturing sector overall, has not squarely transformed into new high 
value adding services and jobs. During that period, both private and public sector services in Sweden 
performed relatively poorly in terms of  value-adding job creation.  In recent times,  the knowledge-
intensive service sector has shown the most expansion and growth has picked up overall. Employment 
has  also  increased  in  consumer  services,  especially  in  distributive  trades  (retailing/wholesaling). 
Reduction of  the high tax wedges in household services means that new job opportunities are opened 
up there as well, which has already been seen to generate strong employment effects in countries such 
as Finland and Denmark. Looking ahead, it is plausible that employment growth will keep dominating 
in the service sector, including health, but manufacturing and the industrial sector will remain greatly 
importantly for the economy also in the years to come.

Table 4. Productivity growth by sector.
Value-added per hour worked, average annual change, 1999-2003

CAN DNK FIN JPN NLD SWE
Share of  total 

Swedish value-
added, %

Total* 1.9 1.8 2.0 1.7 0.7 2.4 100.0
Agriculture, forestry & fishing etc 3.4 2.0 5.6 -2.1 -0.3 4.8 1.9
Electricity, gas & water supply -0.4 -1.4 6.6 3.5 3.8 2.9 2.6
Construction 1.1 1.1 -1.9 -0.5 0.0 -0.3 4.3
Total of  manufacturing 2.6 3.4 4.4 4.5 1.6 5.9 20.9
Food products, beverages & tobacco 2.1 3.3 3.3 0.1 1.0 1.3 1.4
Pulp, paper, printing & publishing 3.2 0.1 2.5 - -0.1 3.5 2.6
Chemical, rubber, plastics & fuel prod. 3.5 2.9 1.4 - 4.5 7.8 2.5
Basic metals & fabricated metal prod. 2.1 3.2 1.5 -0.3 0.8 2.6 2.2
Machinery & equipment, including ICT -0.4 4.1 8.4 8.3 0.9 9.3 3.9
Transport equipment 2.7 2.4 0.2 5.5 0.6 7.3 2.3
Total Services 2.0 1.4 1.0 0.9 0.6 1.5 70.0
Producer Services
    Business & professional services 2.6 -0.7 -0.5 - 1.5 1.0 7.8
    Financial Intermediation 1.0 3.9 5.0 6.6 1.6 4.3 3.6
    Real estate 2.7 -0.4 -0.1 3.8 -1.0 0.4 8.6
Distributive Services
    Wholesale & retail trade, repairs 3.3 2.1 2.6 - 0.8 3.1 10.5
    Transportation 2.7 6.0 1.1 - -0.8 2.0 4.5
     Communication 4.3 4.6 10.1 - 9.1 6.4 2.0
Hotels & restaurants 0.4 -2.9 -1.0 - -1.2 0.4 1.5
Community and personal services 1.1 0.2 -0.3 - -0.4 0.6 25.1

* Sub-sectors accounting for less than 1% of  value-added in Sweden are not listed

Source: OECD (2007b) 
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In terms of  overall  economic competitiveness,  Sweden holds one of  the top ratings worldwide.  It 
presently  ranks  in  third  position on the  World Economic Global  competitiveness  index.  Measured 
through the level of  network readiness in the economy, Swedish competitiveness is ranked second after 
Denmark. The rest of  the Nordic countries, except Iceland which is losing some ground, also follow 
the upward trend of  Sweden. These countries have consistently featured among the top 10 in the last 6 
years, reflecting exceptional levels of  networked readiness as well as overall competitiveness.

The Swedish competitiveness is perhaps the most striking when it comes to research and innovation, 
where Sweden tends to appear at  the top worldwide (mostly  in  competition with Finland and the 
United States). Sweden holds the top ranking in the OECD in R&D intensity, and ranks among the first 
three in patents per million of  population, or number of  published scientific articles, especially within 
engineering and medicine. The country’s ranking in such respects has been consistently high for several 
years (Andersson, 2005).

Development of R&D intensive firms

Sweden has for a substantial period of  time been in the top of  OECD countries in terms of  spending 
on R&D. On the latest OECD ranking, Sweden is at the top of  the R&D expenditure list (Figure 2), 
with an R&D expenditure of  nearly 4 per cent of  GDP. The leading R&D sectors in Sweden are 
telecommunications, motor vehicles, pharmaceuticals, machinery, instrumentation, and computers.

Figure 2. Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP

Source: OECD (2006).

Not only does Sweden differ in terms of  R&D expenditure but it also differs in the structure of  its 
R&D system. Sweden lacks a strong research institute sector. Instead, the academic sector is obliged to 
resume prime responsibility for technological research, including how to meet the needs of  industry. 
This has been a conscious policy objective ever since the 1950s.

Since the Swedish universities carry out most of  the government-funded research, the contribution of  
the Swedish industrial R&D institutes is one of  the smallest among the OECD. This raises expectations 
for co-operation between universities and the rest of  society. Within the R&D system, there is a clear-
cut link between large multinational corporations and the universities,  whereas SMEs and industrial 
research institutes have a much weaker standing. Until recently, innovation policy has been lower on the 
political agenda in Sweden than in the neighbouring economies. Today, the university system is torn 
between the weight  of  these traditional  structures and the  domination of  the  largest  and heaviest 
institutions,  on  the  one  hand,  and the  call  for  greater  diversity  and more flexible  science-industry 
interface on the other hand.
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Six multinationals at the helm of R&D activities

With  a  low  level  of  R&D  intensity  within  SMEs  (Figure  3),  six  companies  contribute 
disproportionately to the national R&D expenditure (Figure 4).  These are: ASEA (1983), Ericsson 
(1876), Astra (1913), Pharmacia (1911), SKF (1907), and Electrolux (1919). This does not mean that 
these and other large firms are the most innovative. Sweden has an increasingly vibrant community of  
small and medium-sized companies which are experimenting with more radical innovations, and which 
have been greatly important for the country’s recent success notably in ICT and biotechnology.

Thus,  a  substantial  share  of  R&D is  conducted  by  old,  large  and specialized  corporations,  which 
generally have had the ability to renew themselves in their existing product areas and also to diversify 
themselves into new product fields at a relatively high pace. Innovations outside existing product areas 
in the large corporations are, however, much dependent on the rise of  new firms. Sweden is thus at the 
crossroads between the traditional corporate strategy-mix employed by its corporations: namely, to be 
focused on growth through innovation-based internationalization, product specialization and hi-tech 
production, and the opportunities and requirements brought by the new network technologies, which 
increase the significance of  innovation in smaller and younger units.

Figure 3. Share of R&D by size class of 
firms, 2003
As a percentage of  national wealth

Figure 4. R&D expenditure by source 
of financing, 2003

Source: OECD (2005) Source: OECD (2005)

Large corporations as source of business opportunities for would-be entrepreneurs.

For  many  of  the  newly-established  technology-based  firms,  large  corporations  were  an  important 
source of  technology and training for the new entrepreneurs. In some cases, the initial idea behind 
decisive  innovations  was  developed  while  the  entrepreneur  was  still  an  employee  within  the  large 
company, but since the idea did not fit into the large corporation’s regular product portfolio, it could be 
further developed only through a spin-off.
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f.  The time of backlash

After more than a century as one of  the most successful countries in terms of  economic growth, 
Sweden found itself  confronted  with  a  major  recession  in  the  mid-1970s.  Whereas  the  decline  in 
growth mirrored what occurred in many other Western European countries, the problems in Sweden 
were to prove particularly stark during the next two decades.

The source of  the problems included tougher competition from other regions of  the world. However, 
it soon became clear that the processes of  wage formation were partly dysfunctional, leading both to 
inflation  problems  and  failure  to  signal  and  promote  productivity  improvements.  Meanwhile,  the 
institutional  fabric  in  support  of  social  security  together with the tax structure hurt  incentives for 
entrepreneurship, and created what many perceive as an inhospitable climate for industrial renewal.

At the macroeconomic level, cost increases and fading competitiveness forced a series of  devaluations 
and, as the Krona was gradually set free to float against other currencies, an undervaluation that persists 
still  today. Whereas the weak currency has backed up short-term competitiveness, the initial set of  
devaluations  worsened  long-term  inflationary  problems  in  the  economy.  In  addition,  long-term 
competitive pressures eased, in effect counteracting an upgrading of  production factors and favouring 
specialisation based on price competition rather  than a striving for higher quality  (NUTEK, 1997; 
Kokko and Gustavsson, 2003).

To improve the functioning of  the economy, Sweden initiated deregulation of  several sectors in the 
1980s.  The  wave  included  financial  services,  parts  of  the  transportation  sector,  energy,  and 
telecommunications.  In  some  areas  marked  by  traditional  public  sector  monopoly  (for  example 
education and health-care), opportunities emerged for limited entry of  private or cooperative activities. 
Other important structural reforms included stricter competition rules, an expenditure ceiling for the 
public  sector,  an  independent  Riksbank  (Swedish  Central  Bank),  and,  last  but  not  least,  Sweden’s 
membership first in the European Economic Area (EEA), and subsequently in the European Union (as 
of  1995). An outline of  the evolution of  Swedish macroeconomic policy is provided in Table 5.

Table 5. Development of the macroeconomic stabilization policy
1930’s 1950-1973 1973-1980 1980-1992 1992 -

Financial 
policy

Careful Some 
interventionism

Heavy 
interventionism

Neutral Dominated by the 
demand of  budget 
balance

Monetary 
policy

Deregulation of  
the price stability 
norms. Interest 
rates being set 
administratively 

Quantitative 
liquidity policies 

Subordinated to 
the exchange rate 
policy

Inflationary goals Inflationary goals

Credit 
market

Unregulated Regulated Regulated Ongoing 
deregulation

Unregulated

Exchange 
market

Unregulated Regulated Regulated Deregulation Unregulated

Exchange 
rate 
policy

Pegged to the 
Gold standard 
until 1931. Then 
pegged to the 
British pound

Pegged to the 
Bretton Woods 
system

Pegged to 
currency baskets. 
Large 
devaluations

Pegged to 
currency baskets. 
Large 
devaluations

Floating

Source: Jakobsson (2000)
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During  the  mid-1980s,  economic  growth recovered,  driven primarily  by  exports.  Overall,  however, 
growth in the 1980s, as was the case in the 1970s, was below the EU average. The deregulation of  the 
credit market contributed to a spurt in lending, largely allocated to the real estate sector. Thus, Sweden 
developed a banking and financial service bubble, which burst in the early 1990s, in conjunction with an 
international economic slowdown and a restructuring of  the Swedish tax system. The economy entered 
its deepest crisis since the 1930s. Between 1990 and 1993, GDP fell by 5 per cent, while employment 
declined by nearly 10 per cent.

A tidal wave of  bankruptcies sent a heavy blow to the banking sector, which in this period had to make 
provisions for loan losses totalling the equivalent of  12 per cent of  GDP. While this course of  events 
stemmed from a variety of  factors, it was no doubt the financial vulnerability that helped make it so 
dramatic. In 1994, the central government budget deficit exceeded 15 per cent of  GDP. Due to the 
combination of  low growth during two decades and the severe economic crisis, Sweden fell from third 
place in the prosperity league (measured as GDP per capita adjusted for purchasing power) in 1970 to 
ninth in 1990.  Over the years  following the crisis,  Sweden slid further to 16th place,  according to 
OECD statistics. The development of  the GDP per capita over the last 50 years can be seen from 
Figure 5.

New stabilisation policy regime valid from 1993 onwards

The  crisis  was  met  by  stern  action  to  restore  financial  and  macroeconomic  stability,  which  was 
supported by all stakeholders at the time. There was also a deepening of  various structural reforms, and 
also some increased long-term investments, including in tertiary education. Combined with favourable 
international economic conditions and very rapid growth in the information technology (IT) sector, 
Sweden emerged from the crisis.  The new policies meant that the macroeconomic target now was 
aimed at fighting inflation, with a goal of  allowing no more than 2 per cent annually. Additionally, a 
new financial budget process was introduced with a moving budget ceiling and a budget surplus of  2 
per  cent  of  GDP as  a  medium-term target.  Serious  attention  started  to  be  devoted  not  only  to 
education and research, but to industrial renewal and innovation as well.

Figure 5. GDP per capita development
% of  OECD average, PPP adjusted

Source: Regeringskansliet, 2006
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Following the earlier crisis years, from 1993 onward, Swedish economic growth came in line with the 
average for the OECD. The growth of  the IT sector, together with unrealistic valuations of  IT shares 
on the stock market, led to an IT bubble at the turn of  the millennium. When that bubble burst, the 
feared result was another serious economic slowdown and declining employment in the telecom, IT and 
financial service sectors. Compared to the downturn in the early 1990s, however, this crisis turned out 
to be relatively mild. From 2002, an economic upturn took hold, initially led by exports which have 
climbed by some 6 per cent annually in the past four years. The undervalued currency benefited the 
export-intensive large-scale firms, especially in manufacturing, while having less favourable effects for 
SMEs. Sweden in any case maintained a large trade surplus, matched by a continued capital outflow. 
Investment abroad has continued to surpass inward investment, with outflows enhanced by factors 
such as the personal wealth tax. Hence, with the abolishment of  this tax in 2007, the new right-wing 
coalition Government  hopes to reduce the  unproductive  capital  outflows (Government  bill,  2006). 
Moreover, due to higher profitability in manufacturing and rising capacity utilization, capital spending 
took over as the main engine of  the economy as of  2004. In 2005, the labour market also started to 
improve, leading to rising household income and consumption. Private consumption is now expected 
to keep serving as the major economic engine in the next few years. Meanwhile, Sweden at this point 
again finds itself  among the best economic performers among developed countries, judged both on the 
basis of  macroeconomic and structural indicators. Productivity growth is high, employment is down, 
and both trade and innovative performances appear excellent.

Sweden is thus in the process of  bouncing back in the GDP rankings. Most observers foresee a GDP 
growth of  more than 3 per cent annually. Its current position as 14th, in the 2007 ranking, just in front 
of  neighbouring  Finland,  could soon approach the  7th  or  8th place,  provided that  current  trends 
continue  (Figure  6).  Reflecting  technical  progress,  innovation  and  industrial  restructuring,  both 
productivity and employment are on the rise. Registered unemployment is expected to fall below 4 per 
cent. Meanwhile, the rapid increase in productivity, coupled with sharpened competition, implies that 
wage and price pressure in the economy will remain at manageable levels.

Figure 6. GDP per capita ranking OECD countries

Source: OECD (2007b)
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g.  Structure and basic functioning of the “Swedish model”

The institutional structure that frames the “Swedish model” is multifaceted. Its performance has varied, 
as seen from the 1870-1970 exemplary performance, the 1970-1995 dismal stagnation phase, and the 
last decades’ bouncing back which is currently expected to continue.

In terms of  structure, Sweden displays great strength both in its external trade and in its investment 
relations.  Likewise,  its  microeconomic  fundament  for  high-value  added economic  activity,  which  is 
rooted in human capital, research and innovation, appear magnificent. The economy is diversified, yet 
still connected to a traditional stronghold in natural resource-based industry.

Yet, Sweden is confronted with issues. In terms of  its general orientation, Sweden may be described as 
a society based on, and dominated by, large and centralised institutions and organisations.

In terms of  strategic directions and governance, early infrastructure investment, and important reforms 
as  in  education,  was  of  fundamental  importance.  Further,  government  policy  has  evolved along a 
trajectory where there has been plenty of  contact with other societal actors. As we will see, there are 
multiple  independent  forums  which  promote  constructive  dialogue  and  consensus-building,  and  a 
widespread sharing of  certain basic views and values (such as the value of  an open economy, of  strong 
science and research, etc.). Whereas such consensus mostly has helped lay the basis for macroeconomic 
stability, serious mistakes have also been made, which for a period undermined stability. There are, also, 
obvious  weaknesses  in  micro-economic  structures  and  incentives,  which  have  served  to  impede 
entrepreneurship and economic renewal.

The Swedish “model” may be viewed as exhibiting the basic features displayed in Box 2.

Box 2. Features of the “Swedish model”
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• A high level of  public spending financed through a high tax base. Consequently, the public 
sector represents a large share of  total employment.

• The use of  a strongly interventionist macroeconomic stabilization policy, where the aim was 
full employment through an active labour market policy.

• Governmental  interventions  aimed  to  increase  total  savings  and  investments  levels.  The 
government also tried to affect  the allocation of  these savings/investments through public 
saving, regulations in the capital market, taxes and subsidies.

• Central wage agreements set by the labour unions and representatives from the employers to 
obtain low levels of  income differentials.

• Strong centralisation within the private sector, where a small group of  large firms dominates 
the production side. Financial assets are also controlled primarily by a few large institutions 
such as banks, insurance and investment companies.

• Strong culture of  cooperative and egalitarian structures.
• Appreciation for open markets and free competition.
• Publicly-financed educational system from primary school to university level.
• Publicly-financed health care system.
• Dominance of  large firms in industrial R&D and of  university in public R&D.
• Appreciation for environmentally-sustainable technologies and products.



II.  Public strategies underpinning economic transformation and export 
development

a.  Impact of Foreign Direct Investment and Trade

Sweden’s economic development over the last two decades has been strongly marked by its intensive 
but gradual integration with neighbouring countries and, then, the international or global economy. As 
already indicated, the Swedish industry and exports have diversified consistently since the early days of  
industrialisation.  This  process has effectively  exploited the  natural  resources,  but also been able  to 
benefit from the ability to raise working capital, improve the skills of  the work force, and from a series 
of  innovations. The profile of  international trade and economic specialisation remains mixed to this 
day.  Metals  and  pulp  and  paper  continue  to  serve  as  an  industrial  mainstay.  A  highly  diversified 
engineering industry has established leadership in a number of  process- and product industries. Some 
of  these,  together  with  partly  new  industries  such  as  telecom,  IT,  pharmaceutical  industry  and 
biotechnology,  are  highly  research-intensive.  The  service  sector  has  developed  in  parallel  with 
manufacturing,  in  some  instances  through  greatly  important  non-technological  innovations,  and 
supported its international trade performance.

While importing significant capital from early on, foreign investors were in effect not allowed to exert 
control  over  domestic  industry.  On the  other  hand,  Swedish  companies  early  on  became  heavily 
engaged in outward FDI, including through mergers and acquisitions in foreign markets. Following 
liberalisation and the Swedish announcement to join the EU, inward FDI started to increase and flows 
became more balanced. Outward FDI remains mostly larger, however (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Swedish FDI inflows and outflows (million US $)

Source: Statistics Sweden, 2006

During the  19th and early 20th centuries, extensive liberalization of  commercial trade and outward 
foreign direct investment thus combined with barriers to inward foreign direct investment (Andersson 
et  al.,  1996).  From early  on,  foreigners  were  banned from owning  Swedish  real  estate  and mines. 
Regulations concerning inward foreign ownership became increasingly strict in the early 20th century, 
for instance:

• Foreign owners could not control more than 20 per cent of  the voting rights in firms owning 
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natural resources (1916).

• Acquisition of  Swedish companies required approval from the Central Bank.

• Not more than 20 per cent of  the votes or capital of  a listed company could be owned by 
foreign investors (harshening of  the regulation from 1916).

• Foreign banks were not allowed to establish affiliates in Sweden.

a.1 Policy relaxation in the 1980s

As the  internationalisation of  Swedish  industry  advanced through international  trade  and outward 
foreign direct investment, and as other countries liberalised their economies and, finally, as Sweden 
opted  to  move  towards  membership  in  the  integrating  European  Union,  the  traditionally  closed 
Swedish stance on inward ownership became untenable. Many of  the prevailing market regulations in 
this  area  were  abolished in  the  1980s  (Table  6),  which became the  start  of  a  period with  rapidly 
increasing foreign ownership on the Swedish stock exchange.

Table 6. Steps in the deregulation of barriers to Inward FDI

Relaxation of  foreign exchange controls on stock transactions 1986–88

Remaining foreign exchange controls lifted 1989

Removal or annulment of:

Regulation of  establishment of  foreign banks’ branches 1990

Regulation of  foreign acquisition of  shares in Swedish commercial banks, 
broker firms and finance companies

1990

Regulation of  establishment of  financial institutions other than banks 1991

The act on foreign acquisition of  Swedish companies 1992

Trade permit requirement for foreigners 1992

Restrictions in the articles of  associations regarding foreigners’ right to 
acquire shares in Swedish companies

1993

Source: Henrekson & Jakobsson, 2003

While Swedish institutions radically increased their ownership share between the 1950s and the 1990s, 
the trend in their influence was reversed once the deregulations of  the barriers to foreign ownership 
were  removed.  The share  of  household  ownership,  on the  other  hand,  has  decreased consistently 
throughout the last five to six decades (Henrekson and Jakobsson, 2003a).

In  many  industries,  the  foreign-owned  share  today  stands  above  30  per  cent.  Even in  previously 
“closed” sectors, such as real estate and construction, the share of  foreign ownership is now increasing 
rapidly.  Data  from Statistics  Sweden shows that  37.5  per  cent  of  the  value  of  the  Swedish Stock 
Exchange, as of  December 2006, was foreign-owned (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Ownership by sector on the Swedish Stock Exchange
(%), December 2006

Source: Statistics Sweden 

In the early 1990s, some 10 per cent of  employees in the business sector were employed by foreign-
owned companies. By 2004, the share had risen to 23 per cent. Along with the multifaceted integration 
of  Swedish product and factor markets with the European Single Market, and also increasing linkages 
to  the  new  member  countries  following  the  enlargement  of  the  EU  in  May  2004,  the 
internationalisation of  the Swedish economy has increased further.

Yet, Sweden has continued to supply extensive outward FDI throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. 
UNCTAD (2006) ranked Sweden in 8th place when it comes to outward FDI performance (Table 7).

Table 7 Outward FDI Performance Index of the top economies, 1988-2006
Rank Economy 1988-1990 1993-1995 1999-2001 2001-2003 2004-2006
1 Hong Kong, China 1.9 4.7 11.7 10.7 08-10-01
2 Switzerland 3.7 4.5 4.9 5.1 6.7
3 Singapore 2.6 3.7 3.9 4.5 2.8
4 Belgium-

Luxembourg
2.4 2.9 3.6 4.0 2.0

5 Netherlands 4.5 4.1 4.3 3.8 4.6
6 United Kingdom 2.9 2.7 3.0 2.9 4.4
7 Panama 8.9 6.3 2.3 2.8 4.4
8 Sweden 2.5 2.9 2.7 2.8 3.0
9 Finland 0.9 1.2 2.0 2.1 0.2
10 Denmark 0.6 1.3 2.0 1.9 0.7
11 France 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.8 2.0
12 Canada 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6
13 Spain 0.4 0.6 1.4 1.4 2.6
14 Ireland 3.4 2.3 1.9 1.4 4.0
15 Malaysia 0.7 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.2
16 Germany 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.4 0.8

29 United States 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.5

47 Japan 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.4

Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report 20074

4 http://www.unctad.org/Templates/WebFlyer.asp?intItemID=3241&lang=1
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Besides Sweden, other relatively small economies (e.g. Denmark, Finland, Netherlands and Switzerland) 
figure  prominently  high  on  this  list.  These  economies  have  highly  competitive  enterprises  with 
ownership advantages that enable them to compete successfully in international markets, overcoming 
the disadvantages of  rather small home markets and of  operating in foreign locations. It also reflects 
the relatively small size of  markets in their home economies, which is what drives them to expand 
abroad. The lessons are clear: a small home market need not be a drawback; it can serve as a driving 
force for both policymakers and business to push forward with effective internationalisation strategies, 
rather  than  hiding  behind  protectionist  barriers.  With  regard  to  R&D,  a  strong  home  base  for 
multinational  enterprises  has  been  key  to  a  leading  position  for  medium-sized  economies.  In  the 
Swedish case, the expansion of  foreign subsidiaries has mostly gone hand-in-hand with an increasingly 
competitive home base focusing on high value added activities, and serving as demanding but valuable 
customers for a range of  small and medium-sized enterprises (Herstad and Jonsdottir, 2006).

a.2 International cooperation

While international cooperation is becoming increasingly important, Sweden benefited early on from 
the build-up of  extensive networks in the research field. In the beginning, there were close ties with the 
neighbouring Nordic countries. Along its borders, Sweden is now integrated in the Medicom Valley 
cluster (markets pharmaceutical & biotech in the south of  Sweden and in Denmark), the Öresund 
university consortium (includes 14 universities, 140 000 students and 12 000 researchers in the south of  
Sweden and Denmark) and the Internet-Bay (marketing portal for Internet, area between Umeå in the 
north of  Sweden and Vasa in the north of  Finland).

Sweden never relied on regional  networks alone,  however.  From early  on,  Swedish companies and 
universities engaged in multiple international constellations. Many partnerships were established with 
larger European countries such as Germany and the United Kingdom, and with the United States, 
already long ago. Swedish individual researchers and research groups also joined and played an active 
role in many international research organisations, not least in natural sciences and technology (ESA, 
EU, CERN, ESO, ESRF, EMBL, IIASA, etc.). The extensive cooperation with the US in medicine and 
natural  sciences  has  been  accompanied  by  more  diverse  and  intensified  European  cooperation 
following Sweden's membership in the EU. In ICT, institutional cooperation with the US is based on 
the Swedish-financed Wallenberg Laboratory at Stanford University. Other prestigious institutions and 
bilateral  partnerships  underpin  a  wide  international  network of  exchanges  in  research  and human 
capital, reaching all continents.

a.3 Trade

Sweden is a highly export-dependent country. The most important export goods are transportation 
equipment, machinery, electrical/electronic products, and natural resource-based goods of  wood and 
iron. Of  overall exports, about 24 per cent consist of  various services. However, when it comes to 
high-tech export goods, Sweden performs worse than for example its neighbour, Finland. One of  the 
reasons for this is that Sweden is dominated by lower segment goods that for the production needs 
high technology machinery, example the car industry, paper and pulp industry. See figures 9 and 10 for 
trade development over time for high technology products and total goods and services, respectively.
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Figure  9. Exports  of  high  technology 
products.
Per cent of  total exports

Figure 10. Exports and imports of goods 
& services, 1950
Per cent of  GDP, current prices

The major share of  Swedish trade is within the EU area, with Germany being the number one export 
destination. However, the importance of  the growing markets in the BRIC countries is starting to 
increase (Statistics Sweden) (Table 8).

Table 8. Swedish export 2006/2007
Export (million sek)

Value Jan - Feb Share in % Change in %
2007 2006 2007 2007/2006

EU-27 110 383 98 253 61,9 12
EMU-13 75 020 66 433 42,1 13

Central & South America 3 752 3 329 2,1 13
Germany 18 888 16 902 10,6 12
USA 14 704 17 957 8,2 -18
Brazil 1 235 1 119 0,7 10
China 3 211 3 220 1,8 0
India 1 608 1 443 0,9 11
Russia 2 926 2 372 1,6 23
Total 178 328 166 684 100 7

Source: Statistics Sweden

b.  Industrial strategies

Industrial policy goes way back in Sweden. Already in the 19th century, there was far-sighted public 
investment  in  infrastructure,  e.g.  in  transport,  communication  and  energy,  and  regulatory  and 
institutional frameworks were developed to support education, research and linkages between academia 
and industry. Before 1914, autonomous entrepreneurship was dominant in Swedish industry. However, 
between  1919  and  1939  the  large  companies,  which  primarily  grew  through  renewal  of  existing 
products rather than diversification into new product areas, led the industrial expansion. Although new 
companies were established as well, they were mainly relegated to a position as subcontractors, and 
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they were conceived of  as such.

Whereas  strategies  for  public  procurement  and  rules  for  corporate  ownership  further  evolved  in 
support  of  key  industrial  players,  trade policies  promoted competitiveness in  international  product 
markets.  Public-private  collaboration  to  settle  favourable  industrial  relations  and  promote  socially 
responsible wage increases evolved in the first half  of  the 20th century. After World War II, however, 
Swedish industrial policy basically evolved into a ballwork for already established big business, whereas 
the rise of  new entrepreneurs and SMEs was discouraged in many respects. In the latter half  of  the 
previous century,  the  policy consistently  benefited large and established enterprises,  as  opposed to 
small and newly established firms.

It thus comes as no surprise that Sweden presently is dominated by a limited number of  large MNCs. 
The advance of  these large enterprises means that economies of  scale have been achieved effectively, 
despite the small size of  the domestic market. One effect is the already mentioned high capacity to 
support R&D in the home base. This, in turn, has promoted growth and exports (Larsson, 2002). At 
the same time, SMEs have continued to account for the bulk of  employment, and they have remained 
important for innovation and industrial renewal. Their role in this respect has recently magnified.

Besides the benefits of  scale economies, another reason why Sweden in effect has chosen a policy 
directed towards the promotion of  large companies, rather than small- and medium-sized enterprises, 
has to do with the prevailing collectivistic mentality of  the ruling elite, mixed with the ambition to spur 
growth without creating strong individual wealth (Jakobsson, 1999).  In this,  Schumpeter and Marx, 
both of  whom argued that small businesses are of  marginal importance for growth, have influenced 
Swedish policy makers. Not less influent has been John Kenneth Galbraith’s (1967) The New Industrial  
State. The book strongly advocates policies supporting large enterprises.

Hence,  industrial  policy  has  been directed towards the  promotion of  capital  formation within big 
business.  At the same time,  private wealth accumulation has been fought through tax policies  and 
regulations in the capital market (Andersson, 2002). Until the reduction of  the few last years the tax 
burden in Sweden has exceeded 50 per cent of  GDP, which made it the highest in the world. The 
corporate tax rate, however, has stood at only 28 per cent for a number of  years (Ekonomifakta, 2007). 
Whereas this relatively low tax rate has favoured large private firms, several aspects of  the Swedish tax 
policy  counter  the  evolution  of  smaller,  younger  and  less  capital-intensive  firms.  The  tax  policy 
prevents risk taking, and discourages entrepreneurship and family ownership. Another peculiar aspect 
of  the Swedish model is  that the limited number of  families dominating the corporate ownership 
structure since the 1930s, strongly backed by regulation encompassing shareholding with diversified 
voting power, has basically been exempt from the wealth tax. The outcome of  all this has countered 
the  establishment  of  new  firms  and  distorted  employment  numbers  (Blomström,  et.al.,  2002; 
Andersson et al., 2006).

As seen from See figure 11, the Swedish situation has evolved over time. Today, following technical and 
organisational changes throughout the world, the increasing importance of  knowledge-intensive spin-
offs and start-ups is widely recognised, and the Swedish model has been subjected to the need of  
adjustment.
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Figure 11. Large firms take the leadership of the innovation process

b.1 A better climate for new venture creation

Since small firms have a greater openness to radical innovativeness, compared to larger ones which 
carry greater costs sunk in established lines of  business, the conditions for growth of  new firms, and 
especially knowledge-intensive SMEs, are important for industrial renewal. Table 9 shows that Sweden, 
in comparison with many other countries, displays a lower rate of  entrepreneurial activity and fewer 
newly  established  firms.  The  Swedish  innovation  system,  for  all  its  strengths,  crucially  needs  to 
dismantle those factors that hinder start-ups and growth in small innovation-based firms.

Box 3. Highlights of the Swedish tax system

• The tax wedges are, in an international comparison, larger in Sweden.
• Debt financing consistently receives the most favourable tax treatment while new share issues 

the least beneficial treatment.
• The taxation of  households as owners is much higher than for other categories.
• Institutions benefit from a large tax advantage relative to other owners.
• Insurance companies are always in an intermediate position in terms of  tax burden.
• The  preferential  tax  treatment  of  debt  over  equity  and  of  institutions  over  individual 

ownership promotes larger, publicly–traded, firms.
• A high marginal  tax  rate  on personal  income discourages employment  in  smaller  and less 

capital-intensive firms. As a consequence, there has been a distortion in industrial distribution 
of  output and employment away from SME to the big incumbents.

• The combination of  low corporate taxes and high taxes on personal income has made it more 
attractive to  preserve earnings and reinvesting them in the existing business.  Furthermore, 
since investors in the larger MNC seek new profit opportunities, successful new firm soon 
become absorbed by the large multinationals.

• The tax incitement has also increased the level of  foreign ownership on the Swedish Stock 
exchange over the last decades. The reason is that foreign owners are taxed relatively less than 
domestic owners, since the Swedish ownership tax rate is higher than in most other countries. 
The increased level of  foreign ownership can then result in larger fluctuations on the stock 
exchange and in the currency value.
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Table 9. Newly established firms as a share of total firm stock
Country New firms/existing firms (%)

Germany 15.7
Ireland 14.2
Spain 13.3
Portugal 13.2
Finland 12.3
France 11.6
Greece 11.0
Great Britain 10.9
Netherlands 10.2
Belgium 8.4
Iceland 8.2
Sweden 8.2

The typical new entrepreneur is a male Swedish citizen in his thirties. He has a 
post-secondary  education  and  is  active  within  financial  businesses  and  other 
business  services,  foremost  in  the  Stockholm County  (NUTEK,  2004  –  Ett 
starkt Entreprenörskap).

Italy 8.1
Switzerland 7.5

Source: NUTEK, 2004 – Ett starkt Entreprenörskap

The technical  dominance of  large and increasingly foreign-owned industrial  groups,  which are less 
inclined  to invest  in  production  in  Sweden,  may become a  threat  to  future  Swedish technological 
renewal and innovation performance. Furthermore, many small and medium size companies passed to 
the hands of  foreign-owners due to the inheritance tax provisions of  the tax system.

Box 4. Factors behind low level of entrepreneurship

There are a number of  factors that can explain why Sweden experiences such a low entrepreneurial level: 

• The combination of  large enterprises and a big public sector has created a structure and an attitude 
towards seeing employment within these types of  sectors as the normal type of  employment5.

• The institutional structure, such as taxes, regulations and wages has been more or less adopted to fit 
the demands of  the larger corporations6.

• The lack of  venture capital in the early stages of  innovation and firm development is according to 
NUTEK a serious problem for entrepreneurship and growth.

b.2 Public procurements as a tool for allocative efficiency and innovation

One  area which  traditionally  favoured  big  business  is  that  of  public  procurement.  The  Public 
Procurement Act influences the conditions and rules governing procurement throughout the public 
sector,  including  previously  public-owned  monopolies  in  electricity,  telecommunications,  etc.  In 
accordance with this act, public procurement rests on competition between different suppliers and is 
not permitted to favour domestic suppliers. The result is that Swedish firms increasingly have had to 
compete on equal terms with foreign firms since the early 1990s onward.

The act promotes allocative efficiency and is founded on the basis that the welfare of  a small country is 

5 Delmar & Aronsson, 2000. 
6 Ibid. 
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due to its efficient use of  comparative advantages and specialization in a few products in international 
markets (Hjalmarsson, 1998). Moreover, the use of  public procurement has created a strong symbiosis 
between the state and the larger firms, as the procurement act most often has been favourable for 
larger enterprises.

Public procurement has exerted several positive influences on Swedish innovation. In a general sense, 
there has been wide recognition that the private industry on its own would under-invest in desirable 
knowledge, technology and skills. The key logic driving cooperation in public procurement has not 
been that of  offering privilege and protection, however. In a country of  modest size, such as Sweden, 
informal  exchanges,  social  networks  and trust  between the  global  firms and the  public  authorities 
appear to have been important for underpinning productive exchanges in this regard. When the sectors 
characterized  by  co-developing  supplier-advanced  public  procurer  relations  have  been  deregulated, 
worries have been raised that something vital for the innovation system has been lost (Hjalmarsson, 
1998).

b.3 Large companies as main beneficiaries of technology procurements

Overall, through procurements made by the state agencies for telecommunications, energy, railroads 
and defence, the Swedish government has played an important role as a driver for high ambitions in 
innovation. These cases have involved a strong emphasis on technology procurement. Extensive R&D 
has  been  promoted  through  the  promise  by  the  public  institutions  that  they  have  been  ready  to 
purchase the forthcoming products with their higher functionality,  once they have been developed. 
This kind of  collaboration requires a high degree of  competency on both sides. In many cases, the 
public buyer has performed extensive R&D in close cooperation with the supplier.

A notable  feature  of  Swedish  public  technology  procurement,  however,  remains  that  it  has  been 
directed  predominantly  towards  large,  existing  companies,  rather  than  towards  new  companies. 
Consequently, SMEs’ public procurement has not been viewed a success story. Some of  the problems 
for SMEs are that the procurements often are too large for firms to handle by themselves. The public 
agencies tend to want to extract economies of  scale in procurement. Additionally, high administrative 
costs  and  insufficient  knowledge  on  relevant  jurisdictions  have  further  limited  SME  involvement 
(Tervahauta and Zackrisson, 2004).

When Sweden joined the European Union in 1995, the EU rules and regulations concerning public 
procurement  were  adopted.  Hence,  all  of  the  member  countries  firms  and  businesses  are  now 
supposed to compete on equal terms. The procurement is regulated by threshold values. These values 
vary, depending on if  the procurement is made by the state, municipalities or county council.

b.4 Public procurement projects in the domains of energy and telecommunication

As an effect of  procurement, the price level in the electricity and telecommunications markets has been 
lower than what it most likely would otherwise have been (Hjalmarsson, 1998). These lower prices have 
benefited domestic firms, especially among high-intensive electricity users within the manufacturing 
industry and high fixed-cost firms within the ICT sector. Both these types of  industries are focused on 
the export market, hence this has indirectly helped Sweden become a large export nation.

Swedish energy policy offers several illustrative examples of  how government involvement, in this case 
through the public owned power company – the Swedish State Power Board (Vattenfall), has benefited 
commerce and industry (a large part of  industry getting a further benefit from energy tax exemptions). 
One of  the major international electro-technical manufacturers, the private Swedish-Swiss firm ASEA 
Brown Boveri (ABB), has especially taken advantage of  a public procurement project with Vattenfall. 
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As a  result  of  the  joint  project,  these two organizations  could develop super  power  transformers 
comparable to that of  more technologically advanced foreign ones (Fridlund, 2000.) This invention 
made both companies more competitive in the international arena.

One  of  the  most  successful  procurements  has  probably  occurred  between  L.M.  Ericsson  and 
Televerket  (the  state  telephone  company:  an  independent  public  institution  without  policy 
involvement),  a  public-private  cooperation  which  has  been  put  in  focus  by  several  researchers 
(Granstrand and Sigurdson 1985, Fridlund 1987, Berggren and Laestadius 2003). Firstly, it should be 
noted that Ericsson’s early development into a competitive international supplier was a result of  the 
competitive situation in Sweden, and not a result of  any relation with Televerket. Instead, it was the 
General Telephone Company (Stockholms Allmänna Telefonaktiebolag – SAT) that needed a supplier, 
and  its  role  as  a  demanding  client  and  co-developer  drove  Ericsson  forward  and  abroad.  The 
establishment of  SAT’s and Televerket’s own manufacturing facilities then pushed Ericsson to further 
internationalize  its  organization.  Consequently,  it  is  in  a  highly  competitive,  while  simultaneously 
collaborative, context that Ericsson established itself  as a major telecom manufacturer (Andersson, et 
al., 2004).

It should be underlined that the key public customer, i.e. Televerket in its interface with Ericsson, did 
not offer a captive home market. Televerket in fact, produced much of  its own equipment, and had 
high commercial ambitions of  its own. The key driver behind the close exchanges had to do with the 
need of  enabling mutual benefits from knowledge exchanges and to speed technical progress, which 
benefited both sides in open competitive product markets (McKelvey and Texier, 1999).

b.5 Military procurements

Military procurements have also played an important role for several industries. These clearly include 
motor  vehicles  and  engineering  more  broadly.  The  examples  also  include  the  Swedish  telecom 
equipment manufacturing industry, especially for radio communications. Yet, throughout, the impact 
has been on the decline in recent years, as a result of  decreasing military expenditures coupled with the 
fast  evolution  of  the  civilian  telecommunication  sector,  which  has  now  become  distinctly  more 
advanced than the military part (Andersson et al., 2004).

One of  the largest and most well-known Swedish MNCs which did benefit immensely from military 
procurement,  and which still  is  highly dependent on that relationship,  is  SAAB, whose production 
includes high-power engines, aeroplanes and also space technology. Procurement made by the national 
military is, however, the rule rather than the exception in this particular industry. Without the strong 
presence of  attainable public procurement, SAAB would most likely never have become a producer of, 
for example, airplanes. Up until today, the Swedish military has helped sponsor three types of  combat 
aircraft,  with the JAS Gripen being the  last  in  line.  The key  challenge now is  for the  industry  to 
reorganise away from dependency on military customers to that of  carving out a growing civilian 
customer base. SAAB has already gone a long way in this direction, but more is needed.

b.6 State universities-anchored procurements benefiting the pharmaceutical sector

The Swedish state has played an important, albeit indirect, role in the pharmaceutical industry through 
the state-owned universities in Sweden. In several cases a large share of  the development work has 
been  conducted  at  the  universities.  In  addition  Swedish  universities  have  supported  corporate 
entrepreneurship in the pharmaceutical industry by their supply of  new scientists and technologists 
(Alänge & Granstrand, 1995).
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III. The Swedish National Innovation System

a.  The Structure of the National Innovation System

The national innovation system can in itself  be divided into four segments:

• The General policy makers.

• The Funding and policy supporters.

• The Performers of  R&D activities.

• Commercialization and Entrepreneurship.

The Swedish government and its ministries controls and decides what policies ought to be aimed for. 
The European Union acts as a control and regulating organ, in addition to providing guidance and 
assistance. These state ministries allocate funding and guidelines to innovation and research promoting 
agencies  such  as  VINNOVA  and  VR.  The  next  step  is  then  for  these  agencies  to  divide  the 
government  funding  to  support  different  research  projects  both  within  the  university  sector  and 
research institutes. At the same time, agencies like NUTEK act from the other direction and use its 
government funding to promote commercialization and implementation of  the innovations spurred 
from  the  universities/research  institutes  helped  by  VINNOVA.  See  figure  12 for  a  graphical 
illustration.

Figure 12. Main public and semi-public actors in the Swedish innovation system

Source: VINNOVA, 2005
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As stated previously, general policy is formulated by the government and the Ministry of  Education, 
Research and Culture, the Ministry of  Industry, Employment and Communication and the Ministry of  
Defence.  The  Swedish  Research  Council  represents  the  government’s  favoured  mechanism  for 
distributing public research funding, notably  to universities. Headed by a Director General and a board 
appointed by the government, it includes three scientific councils and a few committees that support 
basic research in their respective areas. Respected academics make up most of  the committees, and 
thus critically influence the distribution of  funds. Whereas the Research Council is under the aegis of  
the Ministry of  Education, Research and Culture, the Innovation Policy Council (IPC) represents a 
group of  advisors to the Ministry of  Industry, Employment and Communication. The members are 
selected by the government following the advice of  key stakeholders, such as VINNOVA. Since its 
inception  of  this  structure,  there  has  been  limited  coordination  and an  apparent  lack  of  synergy 
between these different bodies.

A recent public investigation proposed that the Research Council, VINNOVA and other key authorities 
distributing public funding for research and innovation should be merged, to improve coordination 
between, e.g. basic and applied research funding. The Institute for Growth Policy Studies (ITPS) and 
the  Swedish  Agency  for  Economic  and Regional  growth (NUTEK) are  indeed  in  the  process  of  
reorganising  and  also  merging  some  functions,  following  another  report  that  advocated  better 
coordination  between  regional  policy,  enterprise  policy  and  the  evaluation  and implementation  of  
industrial policy more broadly.

On the regional level, policy is formulated in Regional Growth Programmes (RTP) engaging regional 
stakeholders. Publicly-funded R&D is mainly performed by the country’s 16 universities, and to some 
extent the 16 university colleges. These are not only responsible for curiosity-driven research, but they 
are also technically responsible for most of  the mission-oriented R&D and related technology transfer. 
Approximately 30 mission-oriented research institutes account for a small proportion of  the total R&D 
capacity,  but  despite  their  relatively  modest  collective  size,  the  research  institutes  are  largely  quite 
successful  intermediaries  between  research  and  industrial  application,  particularly  for  SMEs,  thus 
playing a vital role in the innovation system.

b.  Major implementing agencies

Swedish Research Council (VR)7

The Swedish  Research Council  is  a  government  agency  under  the  control  of  the  Department  of  
Education. It is the largest government financial sponsor of  basic research with the highest academic 
quality and which promotes research renewal. Yet, in contrast with the Finnish Research Council, the 
Swedish  Research  Council  does  not  have  the  resources  or  the  clout  in  terms  of  political  weight 
required to obtain the full engagement of  major industrial partners in key initiatives.

The funding for 2008 is expected to be 392 million euros. The government channels resources into 
specific research areas. This is followed by a more narrowed allocation of  the money made by the VR 
on the basis of  a quality investigation. The review is performed by active researchers, both Swedish and 
foreign (VR intensively co-operates with other international research agencies), with expertise in the 
affected application areas. The decision to allocate funding is based on the following criteria:

• openness within the allocation process;

• inside-scientific judgment; several researchers review each application to secure both scientific 
breadth and depth, and

7 Information retrieved from www.vr.se 
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• a five-degree judgment scale for a more fair and comparable judgment.

The Board of  Directors is assigned in the following manner: 8 of  the members are assigned through 
electoral election at a research council while 4 additional members and the Chairman are assignments 
made by the government.

VINNOVA8

VINNOVA (Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems) is a governmental authority for 
innovation,  which  is  placed  under  the  supervision  of  Ministry  of  Industry,  Employment  and 
Communications. The Agency was founded in January of  2001. With the aims of  promoting growth 
and  prosperity  throughout  Sweden,  VINNOVA’s  mandate  is  to  initiate  and  finance  needs-driven 
research and development in support of  the innovation system and for sustainable development and 
growth. The government appoints the Board and the General Manager.

The sponsored research is made in cooperation between academic institutions and commercial and 
private  interests.  The  funding  for  2006  was  approximately  €113  million.  The  funding  level  is 
approximately 50 per cent, co-sponsored by other financial interests, e.g. private.

Most  of  the  funding  is  allocated  to  the  ICT,  IT-service  and  biotechnology  sectors.  The  primary 
recipients  are,  firstly,  universities  and  institutes  of  higher  education,  and  secondly,  the  industrial 
research institutes. Other receivers are SMEs, large enterprises, institutions and authorities whose aim is 
research and development.

The funding is spread over a wide area of  activities. This is something that many economists have 
criticized, since the focus is lost.

VINNOVA’s mission is to promote sustainable growth by financing R&D within areas as technology, 
transport, communication and working life, and developing effective innovation systems.

More  specifically  stimulate  Swedish  participation  in  European  and  international  cooperation, 
disseminate R&D information to exercisers, users and the public of  R&D research, also increase young 
researchers possibilities for better working conditions, promote gender equality in appraisal of  funding 
and within the own organisation (a goal all Swedish agencies works for) and gender mainstreaming 
within research.

Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional growth (NUTEK)9

In 1968,  STU (the  Board for  Technical  Development)  was founded,  As  a  result,  economic  policy 
moved into research. Early in the 1990s, STU was succeeded by NUTEK whose board of  directors is a 
constellation of  representative parties from different areas: governmental agencies, the private sector 
and the educational institutions. The Government appoints board members and the General Manager.

With NUTEK the concentration of  needs-motivated research then became more strategic, focusing on 
such areas as materials technology, aeronautical engineering, semi-conductors and biotechnology.

NUTEK operates within the following areas:

8 Information retrieved from www.vinnova.se 
9 Information retrieved from www.nutek.se 
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• Develop and disseminate knowledge, tools and methods.

• Run and support programmes in selected areas.

• Support and create networks and alliances.

• Inform and guide entrepreneurs.

• Take decisions on and co-ordinate and develop regional support for enterprises.

• Conduct analyses and provide data on which government decisions can be based.

The agency has a mission to assist SMEs both by providing information, identifying obstacles in the 
way of  entrepreneurship, and promoting regulatory simplification.

All this is done in dialogue and collaboration with other actors, in Sweden and at international level. As 
mentioned, NUTEK is now set to be merged with some other authorities engaged in certain regional 
development issues, and probably also a move of  some functions to a reorganised ITPS (see below).

The total budget in 2005 was €134 million.

Swedish Institute for Growth Policy Studies (ITPS)10

ITPS is the Swedish Government’s agency for growth studies and for evaluating governmental policies. 
ITPS  falls  under  the  Ministry  of  Industry,  Employment  and  Communications.  Its  objective  is  to 
develop and disseminate relevant knowledge on the determinants of  economic growth as inputs to 
industrial, structural and innovation policies in Sweden.

ITPS has identified four major challenges facing policy makers in the field of  growth policies:

• Increasing international competition.

• Industrial restructuring and dynamics.

• Regional development.

• Technological change and development.

To expand and develop knowledge in these areas,  three tools  are used:  statistical  descriptions  and 
analyses  of  the  structure  and  dynamics  of  Swedish  industry,  evaluation  of  Swedish  national  and 
regional policies for industrial development and innovation and policy intelligence to learn from other 
nations' policy experiences.

The government and other public agencies provide all  the funding. It  is  also the government who 
appoints  the  Board.  The  Research  Budget  for  2007  is  approximately  €10  million.  Following  a 
government  evaluation  and  public  debate  how to  improve  the  evaluation  and implementation  of  
industrial policy, ITPS is set to be partly reorganised.

Invest in Sweden Agency (ISA)

ISA is the government agency assisting and informing foreign investors about business opportunities 
in Sweden. Companies planning to establish or expand business operations in Sweden can, free of  
charge, obtain information and assistance from ISA and its regional and international network. ISA 
10 Information retrieved from www.itps.se
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offers assistance with:

• Comprehensive information on business opportunities in Sweden, key business sectors and the 
Swedish economy.

• Tailor-made information and practical advice on how to proceed when setting up a business in 
Sweden.

• Introductions to relevant contacts among Swedish authorities, utility providers and professional 
service  companies  such  as  lawyers,  accountants,  relocation  specialists  and  recruitment 
companies.

• Assistance  in  finding  and arranging  visiting  programmes to  the  most  suitable  locations  in 
Sweden.

• Support in finding companies for possible joint ventures or other forms of  cooperation.

The  vast  majority  of  ISA  staff  has  a  background  in  the  corporate  sector  and  expertise  in  the 
investment process. These attributes help ensure professional guidance for successful business launches 
in Sweden. In a 2005 study, ISA was ranked the world’s leading national inward promotion agency. The 
study was carried out by MIGA, a division of  the World Bank, and GDP Global.

With  headquarters  in  Stockholm,  ISA  has  international  operations  and  representation  in  major 
European, North-American and Asian cities. Contacts and introductions are offered to government 
agencies,  regional,  public  sector and business organizations.  Site  visits can be arranged throughout 
Sweden  and  comparative  analyses  can  be  provided  for  the  most  suitable  locations.  Sweden’s 
attractiveness  as  an  investment  country  is  presented  through  extensive  investment  information 
literature about the economy, legal aspects and key sectors. Information is continually updated and is 
available in both printed and electronic form on the ISA web site.

ISA manages a portfolio of  nine projects related to some key industry clusters and service sectors in 
which Sweden offers particular advantages to foreign investors. The marketing projects are organized 
by industry specialists and managed by people highly experienced in each sector. Because the specialists 
and managers are based in the markets of  importance for each specific programme, they are easily 
available to companies that need advice and support. During 2000, the following projects are being 
marketed:

• Automotive

• Call Center

• Direct Marketing

• Food

• Health Care

• Information Technology

• Micro-electronics/System-on-chip

• Mineral Exploration

• Wood Processing.

c.  The public-private alliance
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The overall significance of  formally structured public-private alliance is presently lower in Sweden than 
in other countries – e.g., UK. The low level of  formal alliances is in part due to the strong presence of  
informal cooperation between governmental organizations/institutions and private agencies, as well as 
between private  organizations  themselves  (Collin,  1998a).  Figure  13 reveals  that  both  formal  and 
informal cooperation among SMEs is very common in all the Nordic countries compared to European 
standards. However, the formal cooperation is considerably lower than the informal one in Sweden 
(Collin & Hansson, 2000).

Figure 13. Formal and Informal Cooperation among SMEs

Source: 2003 Observatory of  European SME’s, European Commission.

A  second  explanation  for  the  low  level  of  alliances  is  that  governmental  institutions  control 
considerable amounts of  resources, especially compared to other countries with weaker state-owned 
organizations. Finally, a third affecting factor is politicians’ lack of  knowledge and insight into different 
potentially profitable public-private cooperation (Collin 1998a).

Over the years, the most dominating type of  alliances in Sweden has nonetheless been that between 
private companies and publicly owned companies/authorities.  (Ericsson-Televerket,  ABB-Banverket, 
SAAB-Defence Department). This has benefited industrial, especially old, large enterprises (Blomström 
& Kokko, 2002).

There is an additional type of  public-private alliance that is typical to Sweden; this is made up by the 
historical alliance between a group of  small, very wealthy and dominating capitalist families11 and the 
State. Examples are the Wallenberg and Bonnier families who have interest in many of  the Swedish 
MNCs. These families have been exempted from the personal wealth tax as a mean to keeping their 
wealth and firm production within the country.

Compared to Finland, Sweden puts a major share of  its research funding into basic research developed 
11 The dominance by a few families was created by the existence of  A- and B-shares. Where A-shares imply voting power, 

while  B-shares  only  give  dividends  to  the  investor.  This  model  has  been  vehemently  defended  by  the  Swedish 
government in collaboration with Swedish industry, against dismantling by the European Commission in the context of  
the European integration process.
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at the universities rather than in Technology and Industry Research Institutes. Hence, the country has 
developed forms of  close  cooperation between the  universities  and the larger Swedish firms:  e.g., 
AstraZeneca–universities and KTH and Ericsson.

In figure 14 one can observe the most important alliances within the Swedish economy.

Figure 14. Development Blocks and Public and Private Partnerships

Source: Marklund, (2005)

According to Göran Marklund (2005) at VINNOVA, the history of  Sweden as a strong R&D nation 
during the last 50 years is based on important “development blocks,” of  which several were started as 
public-private alliances.  Examples have been presented earlier in the form of  Vattenfall and ABB in 
addition to Ericsson and Telia.  These  initiatives  were  launched when national  borders  were  more 
important and when the incubation of  R&D partnerships within the country was a factor for success 
in fields such as telecommunications, defence and energy.

However, in recent decades, the foundations of  the dominating Swedish alliance regime have started to 
lose ground. As a consequence of  intensified globalization, the Swedish economy and its enterprises 
have  met  substantial  competition  from  other  countries.  Historical  and  geographical  roots  have 
decreased in importance as determinants for industry location. Additionally,  the deregulation of  all 
sectors  that  previously  were  regulated  through  monopolistic  or  semi-monopolistic  public-private 
partnerships has further reinforced this trend. Due to the importance of  public-private development 
blocks in recent Swedish economic history and its impact on Swedish innovation system, the changing 
business and regulatory climate presents a problem for the Swedish innovation policy. Policy actors 
have  now  realised  this  problem  and  importance  of  public-private  relationships  is  once  again 
increasingly recognized.
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Current developments underway include:

• The research institutes, most of  which are partly owned by industry, have received somewhat 
higher funding through the most recent research bill “Research for a Better Life” and their role 
and funding is receiving renewed attention.

• Co-funding between government agencies and semi-public research foundations on the one 
hand, and industry on the other, on both project and programme levels is used in a number of  
areas  to foster  development  of  industrially  relevant  knowledge in  universities,  colleges  and 
institutes and absorption capacity in industry.

• Both academically  based and research-institute  based competence centres  featuring  notable 
industry  involvement  (funded  by  research  councils,  VINNOVA  and  semi-public  research 
foundations). One example is VINNOVA’s Vinn Excellence Centres.

• A range of  programmes funded by VINNOVA to support mission-oriented, pre-competitive 
R&D in collaboration between R&D providers and industry. Typically, private enterprises make 
in-kind contributions amounting to 50 per cent of  the project budget, while R&D providers 
receive equally much in public funding.

• In selected industry sectors,  R&D strategy formulation is taking place to prepare for active 
participation in the 7th framework programme of  the European Union.

• Ad-hoc groups  with representatives  from both public  and private  stakeholders  formulating 
policy recommendations, e.g. to improve the business environment in general or in a specific 
industry sector, or to foster growth.

Science - industry links

Science-industry links are formed on programme and project level, such as in:

• Academically-based  competence  centres  featuring  notable  industry  involvement  (funded  by 
research  councils,  VINNOVA and  semi-public  research  foundations),  e.g.  Vinn  Excellence 
Centres.

• Research environments or centres with an explicit demand on cooperation between academy 
and industry, e.g. the Berzelii Centres that started up during the autumn of  2006.

• A range of  programmes funded by VINNOVA to support mission-oriented, pre-competitive 
R&D in collaboration between R&D providers and industry. Typically, private enterprises make 
in-kind contributions amounting to 50 per cent of  the project budget, while R&D providers 
receive equally much in public funding. Examples; VINNVÄXT, VAMP and AIS.

• The so-called “third mission”. Apart from educating (first mission) and performing research 
(second  mission)  universities  and  university  colleges  in  Sweden  are  obliged  to  engage  in 
activities that will contribute to communicating research results to actors outside the academy, 
especially industry (the third mission).

Public-Private Alliances in Swedish Programmes

The public authorities engaged in research support, science-industry linkages and innovation, in part to 
compete with one another, and in part to collaborate. VINNOVA appears the most energetic and most 
dynamic  in  terms  of  developing  new partnerships.  The  major  main  public  actors  in  the  Swedish 
innovation system include the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional growth (NUTEK), the 
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Swedish Institute for Growth Policy Studies  (ITPS),  Invest in Sweden Agency (ISA), The Swedish 
Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF), the Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems 
(VINNOVA), the Knowledge Foundation (KK-Foundation) and the Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics  Education  Institute  (STEM).  Whereas  the  Swedish  government  has  a  policy  of  
encouraging cooperation, in practice this is through rather “soft” invitation. Rather than exercising an 
overtly  top-down  approach,  the  governance  model  must  rather  be  characterized  as  a  legitimated 
bottom-up search for capturing synergy effects  within the highly decentralised Swedish innovation 
governance  system (European  Trend  Chart  on  Innovation,  Annual  Innovation  Policy  Trends  and 
Appraisal Report, Sweden 2006). In reality, many efforts start and evolve in an ad-hoc fashion, albeit 
based in common visions and agreement on what general direction is desirable.

In  some  sectors,  VINNOVA  is  explicitly  attempting  to  impact  both  research  and  private  sector 
behaviour. In transport, specific programmes have been enacted to encourage Green Transportation, 
more secure vehicles, speed cameras, alcohol locks on cars, etc. The influence of  VINNOVA is, on the 
whole,  however,  reduced  by  its  relatively  scarce  funds,  which  are  considerably  smaller  than,  e.g., 
TEKES  in  Finland,  or  the  Research  Council  with  its  emphasis  on  science  and  basic  research. 
VINNOVA’s relevance for industry is further limited by the lack of  a government mandate to engage 
directly with bigger industrial research activities, coupled with weak emphasis thus far on programmes 
involving SMEs. Also, the strong emphasis on universities on the public side of  the Swedish innovation 
system as well as in VINNOVA’s strategy means that the impact, even of  VINNOVA, has been felt 
primarily in academia. Impacts on industry are often indirect, and come through the importance of  
university research and higher education to private companies.

In contrast to Finland and Germany, Sweden also has a relatively small sector of  industrial research 
institutes, marked by weak core funding. Until recently, that sector has been highly fragmented, and a 
necessary capital injection and restructuring has been initiated only recently. Sweden needs to continue 
strengthening its long-term support for public research in industry-related institutions (Alliansgrupp, 
2006). Partnerships between research institutes, as well as between academic institutions, are generally 
encouraged with the ultimate aim of  creating internationally  more competitive  entities,  capable  of  
providing sharper and more comprehensive services.

Moreover,  around the universities,  Science Park initiatives are now being upgraded to create some 
fertile ground for high-tech start-ups, especially with access to advice and resources within incubator 
units.  Examples  are  found  in  Gothenburg,  Linköping,  Lund  and  Uppsala.  The  most  powerful 
university-institute constellation is that developing on the campus of  Sweden’s premier engineering 
university, the Royal Institute of  Technology (KTH), where a number of  research institutes have long 
been situated and to where additional institutes have now been relocated.

Business labs encouraging student start-ups have been created, notably in Jönköping and Mälardalen. 
Support  structures  for  commercialisation  have  been built  around most  universities  to  include,  for 
example,  Patent  & Licensing  Offices,  University  Holding  Companies,  Foundations  for  Technology 
Transfer and other actors providing advisory services to starters of  companies.  Seed- and start-up 
capital  is  provided  by  regional  actors  as  well  as  by  public  agencies  such  as  NUTEK  and 
Teknikbrostiftelserna.
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IV.  Implementation of innovation strategies

Sweden’s  success  was  built  on  a  small  number  of  highly  successful  industries  and  firms  in  close 
cooperation  with  public  sector  customers  and  based  in  a  long  standing  consensus  between 
entrepreneurs  and governments.  Today firms and each segment  of  the  value  chain are  subject  to 
competition. This implies new challenges:

• The capability to refocus as the external conditions change.

• New  ways  to  increase  public-private  alliances  and  cooperation  between  industry  and  the 
knowledge infrastructure.

• Efforts  to  align  public  and  private  research  strategies  for  strategically  important  industry 
sectors.

• Build the foundations for new, high value-added businesses. This requires a much broader and 
systemic innovation policy approach.

Until the economic crisis of  the 1990s, there was no awareness in Sweden that any particular policy 
would be needed to support a well-developed national innovation policy. Much earlier, attention had of  
course  been  paid  to  the  importance  of  education,  science,  and  technical  progress.  A number  of  
researchers had pointed to the success of  Swedish industrial relations, including the interface between 
large firms and the public, and the way in which these relations served to upgrade management and 
work force competencies (Dahmén, 1950; Eliasson, 1991).  However, during the initial years of  the 
1990s, some Swedish “flagship industries” became subject to rapidly-increased foreign influence, and in 
some  cases  became  more  or  less  foreign-controlled  through  mergers  and  acquisitions.  Examples 
include the large-scale pharmaceutical industry, the car industry, and chemical industry. At the same 
time, multiple small and medium-sized suppliers, and also high-tech research intensive development 
companies, continued to flourish under domestic ownership.

In  those  cases  where  corporate  control  moved  outside  the  nation,  the  opportunities  for  future 
diversification shifted fast from big established entities to smaller units. This development also reflected 
the broader change of  technology and organisational processes in industry, that has opened up more 
opportunities for units that are flexible and focused on core business, rather than those that draw upon 
heavy administration and economies of  scale. On the government side, the awareness thus grew that 
R&D in big firms is not sufficient for ensuring industrial dynamism, and also is likely to gradually 
internationalise along with their sales and production activities. Again, the IPE-report (Andersson et al., 
2002) pointed to a systemic failure in the Swedish economy and institutional landscape. IVA as well as 
several of  the key public authorities, VINNOVA, NUTEK and ISA, on several occasions, searched for 
a  proper  policy  strategy to promote  domestic  innovation.  Some studies,  such as  VISANU (2005), 
discussed how the division of  labour between different stakeholders could improve the functioning of  
innovation and cluster policy.

In short, several actors moved over the last decade to allow for full momentum in reforms behind a 
full-fledged innovation policy. Some of  the initiatives were:

• The allocation in 2000 of  the responsibility for the coordination of  research policy, including 
budgetary  issues,  to the  Ministry  for  Education,  Research and Culture,  who also leads the 
Research Policy Council, established in 1962.

• The creation of  an Innovation Policy Council, led by the Ministry for Industry, Employment 
and  Communications,  for  the  purpose  of  enabling  better  coordination  of  research  and 
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innovation  policies.  In  contrast  to  Finland,  however,  this  agenda  so  far  never  attained  the 
highest level of  policy support in Sweden.

• A new authority structure for research funding was implemented in 2001, with the creation of  
three larger organisations: the Swedish Research Council (VR), the Swedish Research Council 
for  Environment,  Agricultural  Sciences  and  Spatial  Planning  (FORMAS),  and  the  Swedish 
Council  for  Working  Life  and Social  Research  (FAS).  This  new structure  implied  that  the 
research  funding  became  more  comprehensible  than  had  been  the  case  earlier  with  the 
responsibility was spread among ten research funding authorities. The boards of  the research 
councils are based on a majority of  researchers. (Government bill, 2001).

• In 2001 VINNOVA (the Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems) was created. 
VINNOVA focuses on so-called needs-driven research which unites scientific quality with the 
potential of  contributing to the development of  the Swedish national innovation system and a 
sustainable growth. (Government bill, 2001).

• In  2002,  the  Government  initiated  more  critical  analysis  through  the  establishment  of  an 
Innovation Policy Expert Group, jointly mandated by the Minister of  Industry and the Minister 
of  Education and Research, and engaged main stakeholders in a series of  high-level seminars 
on its conclusions and in intensive debate on how to muster consensus for more far-reaching 
reforms in support of  industrial organisation and innovation (Andersson et al., 2002). Some 
proposed measures were soon implemented but it took time for the main conclusions to attract 
further political attention.

• Sweden supported the formation of  the European Research Council  (ERC) within FP7 to 
enhance the quality  and the international  competitiveness of  European basic  research.  The 
Swedish position is that FP7 increased support to research-intensive SMEs (Government bill, 
2001).

Given that Sweden already meets the goal of  investing 3 per cent of  GDP on R&D, and has rather 
been hovering around 4 per cent, its goals cannot meaningfully be defined in terms of  objectives to 
raise its investments in this area. At times, worries are expressed that the level is about to decline or that 
the official estimates are not trustworthy but exaggerate the real numbers. There is some substance to 
both those concerns.  At the same time,  the main challenge for Sweden rather has to do with the 
effectiveness of  its R&D effort, and how it relates to other critical determinants of  innovation and 
prosperity. Box 6 summarises some of  the contentious issues.
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Box 5. Challenges facing Swedish innovation

• After a  number of  years of  continuous increase,  private R&D investments have since 2001 
fallen,  mainly  due  to  cutbacks  within  multinational  corporations  (in  2001  the  spending 
amounted to 4.29 per cent, whereas it had fallen to 3.98 per cent in 2003) (SCB, Research and 
experimental  development  in  Sweden  2003.  An  overview).  There  are  concerns  that  this 
development may lead to Sweden losing some of  its position as a leading research nation.

• “The  Swedish  paradox”:  Despite  high  investments  in  R&D  and  impressive  R&D-related 
indicators,  the  return  on  R&D investments  in  terms  of  growth  is  disappointing,  which  is 
commonly blamed on an inefficient innovation system.

• The long-standing Swedish research doctrine charges the universities with the mission to be the 
main providers of  both curiosity-driven and mission-oriented research, as well  as to transfer 
technology to industry. However, the universities have not managed to live up to this mission to 
the satisfaction of  industry. Thus, new ways to increase public-private alliances and cooperation 
between industry  and the knowledge  infrastructure are emphasized in  order to  overcome a 
perceived national inability to exploit the research base.

• The apparent contradiction between the need to reach critical R&D mass at the national level 
and the desire for knowledge-based regional development and the creation of  regional clusters.

• The research institute sector that, by international standards, is small and fragmented and under-
funded. Hence, the importance and role of  the research institutes as intermediaries between 
research and industrial implementation is emphasized.

• Efforts to align public and private research strategies for strategically important industry sectors 
in order to develop these further. This especially accounts for the traditionally strong sectors.

The goal of  the research policy is  for Sweden to remain a leading research nation. Research must 
maintain high quality and research initiatives should provide scope for both breadth and specialisation. 
The  most  recent  government  research  policy  bill  Research  for  a  Better  Life  was  presented  and 
approved in 2005. This bill further concentrated the previous research policy bill’s funding focus to 
three broad areas, namely life science, engineering and sustainable development. In addition to these, 
further  long-term  funding  was  earmarked  for  centres  of  excellence  in  both  curiosity-driven  and 
mission-oriented research.

The government’s  first  innovation strategy was launched in 2004 with the White Paper Innovative 
Sweden. This builds on the previous work of  the innovation policy expert group, complemented with 
the  results  of  work within the  key  ministries  by  government  officials,  as  well  as  the  outcome of  
seminars organised together with various stakeholders. The White Paper aimed to set the agenda for 
innovation for several years to come. The strategy listed four prioritised areas that need to be addressed 
to successfully  exploit  Sweden’s  good preconditions  for  international  competitiveness,  as  well  as  a 
number  of  broad  measures  within  each  prioritised  area  that  need  to  be  implemented  in  future 
government  bills  and  in  assignments  to  government  agencies.  The  prioritised  areas  were:  the 
development of  a strong knowledge base for innovation,  innovative trade and industry,  innovative 
public investments and innovative people. Consequently, the most recent government research policy 
bill offered funding to improve efficiency of  university holding companies, including capitalising them, 
facilitating SME access to R&D and reinstated some of  the previously cut funding to the research 
institutes.  The  recently  created  Innovation  Policy  Council  (IPC)  further  aimed  to  improve  the 
possibilities to coordinate research and innovation policies. IPC is part of  the Ministry of  Industry, 
Employment and Education.

New research policy developments

Since October 2006 Sweden has a new Government (a coalition called Alliance for Sweden – made up 
by the Moderate Party, the Centre Party, the Liberal Party and the Christian Democrats). In the Budget 
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Bill  (Prop.  2006/07:1)  submitted  in  October  by  the  new  Government  detailed  proposals  were 
presented for state budget revenue and expenditure for the year 2007.  The following aspects were 
emphasised in relation to research policy:

• An increased focus on quality in research and graduate education (and less on quantity, which 
partly characterised the focus of  the former Social Democratic-led coalition). This goal will be 
achieved by increasing the appropriation to the undergraduate education (14.8 million €) and 
the research and graduate education grants with 22 to 43.5 million € per year from 2007-2009. 
It is not yet decided how these grants should be divided between the universities. The emphasis 
on  quality  also  implies  that  the  expansion  of  the  university  education  will  end  with  the 
exception of  the expansion of  the medical and dentist education. In line with this goal it is also 
decided that the higher education’s direction and dimensioning should be determined by the 
interest/demand of  the students.

• A continued  development  of  strong  and  independent  universities  is  emphasised,  which  is 
proposed to be achieved by e.g. decreasing politicians’ influence on the universities’ boards as 
well as by increasing the universities’ responsibility for quality.

• Measures will be taken in order to improve the universities’ ability to support researchers who 
want to commercialize their research findings by strengthening the existing holding companies 
at the universities.

• The graduate education should be improved by increasing the number of  university teachers 
with a PhD.

Box 6. Research policy priorities12

  Present research policy priorities are:
• High-priority research fields are life science, engineering and sustainable development.
• Inter- and multidisciplinary research.
• Establishment of  internationally competitive centres of  excellence in all scientific fields.
• Higher education institutions for research and postgraduate education, including allocation of  

money to post-graduate education and post-doctoral positions for young researchers.
• Development and implementation of  a more effective holding-company structure at universities 

and university colleges with the aim to facilitate the commercialisation of  research results.
• Cooperative programmes between government and industry.
• Long-term base funding of  industrial research institutes.
• Measures to support access of  research to SMEs.

a.  Coordination issues

At the highest political level, research policy is decided by parliament, acting on bills prepared by the 
government  and  in  particular  by  three  ministries:  Ministry  of  Education,  Research  and  Culture, 
Ministry  of  Defence  and  Ministry  of  Industry,  Employment  and  Communications.  Policy  is 
implemented at agency level by research councils and sector agencies, acting and deciding relatively 
independently  within  the  framework  of  appropriation  letters  and  other  regulations  issued  by 
government.

Policy making at government level in the domain of  research policy is assisted by three permanent 
advisory bodies. The Research Policy Council (RPC), established in 1962 and after a recent reform 

12 Government bill, 2004
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chaired by the Minister for Education, Research and Culture, has an important role in advising the 
Minister in preparation of  research policy bills every forth year. The Innovation Policy Council (IPC), 
established in 2004, is chaired by the Minister for Industry, Employment and Communications and is 
designated to provide a basis for the communication between the Minister and key stakeholders in 
innovation policy. Being a recently established body, its level of  influence has yet to be determined. 
Also  the  Institute  for  Growth  Policy  Studies  (ITPS),  reporting  to  the  Ministry  for  Industry, 
Employment  and  Communications,  often  likened  to  a  think-tank  on  matters  concerning  the 
determinants of  economic growth, plays a role in research policy formulation as regards its links to 
innovation policy.

The government ensures policy coordination on ministry level. At agency level, policy implementation 
is  in  principle  fragmented  and  coordination  is  carried  out  informally  and  on  an  ad-hoc  basis,  in 
accordance with tradition.  No formal  and obligatory forum for coordination exists  in  the area of  
research policy and operations and it is a well-known fact that lack of  comprehensive coordination at 
this level is a weakness of  the Swedish system.

a.1 Coordination with private sector

The private sector is rather distinct from government. The ruling elite in the two spheres dominate 
their respective spheres, few people cross the lines. In general, mobility is limited also between politics 
or business, on the one hand, and academia on the other. There is also the separate sphere of  foreign 
actors.  Especially  foreign-owned industry now exerts  a considerable influence,  but again the social 
informal linkages between this and the other spheres are relatively weak.

Again, the Swedish model is marked by the influence of  dialogues and exchange of  experience made 
possible through a fabric of  institutions and practices  devoted to consultation.  Top-down strategic 
thinking and planning on micro-economic issues such as trade, investment, and innovation, is generally 
weak and slow in action. At the same time, there is strong consensus with regard to some fundamental 
values, including openness to trade and competition in most sectors. In figure 15, main spheres, actors 
and linkages are illustrated.

Figure 15. Illustration of the Swedish institutional governance setup
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b.  Philosophy and rationale for public support

In principle, there is strong consensus in Sweden that  subsidies – or public support – are merited in 
support of  investment in human capital as well as for investment in science, research and innovation. 
In each of  these areas, the rationale is that the societal benefits tend to exceed the financial returns, 
which results in a situation of  underinvestment by the market. Public investment is thought best to put 
priority on general purpose skills and basic research. Public support of  innovation is likewise meant to 
target early seed phases, and with a strong element of  risk-sharing. In practice, these principles are not 
always followed. In particular, public funding for risk-capital is still primarily destined for expansion, 
and there is a general lack of  funding for seed stages in commercialization of  new technologies.

Sweden has no corporate R&D tax incentives. However, the corporate income tax rate is low in an 
international comparison, being 28 per cent. In 2001, a specific tax relief  was introduced for foreign 
experts, executives, scientists, and researchers. The tax reduction means that the foreign national only 
has to pay tax on 75 per cent of  his/her income during the first three years in Sweden. The employer, 
who must be established in Sweden, applies to the Swedish National Tax Board for the reduction on 
behalf  of  the employee. To date, approximately half  of  all applications have been approved (Gergils, 
2006).

As the government is considering increased public support to science and research at universities, it is 
looking at “adding proportionately to” the funds that the universities are already able to attract through 
external competition, since that is viewed as an indication of  their attractiveness in society and the 
economy. Too much support is based on scientific output in a traditional sense, however, which is 
already strong in terms of  established academic criteria.

As in most other countries, peer review and the like are used to distribute public funds for scientific 
work. In regard to innovation, there has been much less use of  comprehensive evaluations.  Public 
policies in general mainly make use of  evaluations for the purpose of  simple follow-up, however, and 
checking  that  there  is  no  wrongdoing  and  that  money  is  not  misused  for  the  wrong  purposes. 
Evaluations  of  socio-economic  outcomes  have  been  less  common  than  in  some  other  countries 
(OECD, 1998), including quantitative measures of  impacts rather than of  programme efficiency in a 
narrow sense. However, more proper measuring of  real results is increasingly demanded. ITPS has 
been assigned the responsibility to stimulate more thorough cost-benefit analysis, but that agency is 
small and progress is slow. VINNOVA, by contrast, has been forthcoming in stimulating more useful 
evaluations that take into account the systemic features of  innovation policy, including by moving from 
piecemeal ex post evaluations to more emphasis on comprehensive “effect evaluations”.

In the education sector, Högskoleverket, the responsible public authority, keeps investigating broader 
programmes as well as individual courses on a regular basis. Here, the trend is now towards enhanced 
emphasis  on self-evaluation by universities,  coupled with encouragement of  greater involvement in 
international accrediting programmes. This trend reflects a perceived need of  renewal in this area as 
well. The Swedish policy in support of  investment in human capital is widely admired around the world 
and has no doubt contributed to the country’s economic performance over the years. Whereas the 
government keeps investing rather extensively in education, compared to most other countries,  the 
effectiveness of  the current model is being called into question, however. In particular, young Swedes 
do not any longer perform among the best in, e.g., maths tests (Finland and Singapore belong to those 
now  clearly  ahead),  the  programme  for  providing  public  funding  to  students  enrolled  in  higher 
education has been diluted over the years, and both the private and the socio-economic returns to 
investment in education are estimated to be low in international comparison. A major challenge is for 
the Swedish system to maintain a high capacity in linking research and education, and renew linkages 
between the academia and industry.
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The new government  recognizes the  challenge and speaks of  reforms both in the public  funding 
(amount as well  as the criteria  for their  distribution) and the autonomy of  universities,  advocating 
improvements in incentives for specialization and experimentation at local level to work out the best 
combinations. These calls for action echo what is  requested by the main stakeholders in academia, 
public authorities and industry alike, but the fact is  that the government is slow in action.  In the 
meantime, there is a growing consensus for sharper measures of  performances and better connections 
between  outputs  and  the  provision  of  future  public  support,  applying  to  science,  research  and 
education alike.

c.  Current emphasis on big programmes

Competence  centres  are  a  new institutional  form,  intended  not  only  to  improve  industry-science 
linkages but specifically to help universities restructure and modernise to meet changing circumstances. 
The Swedish competence centres programme was launched in 1995 as a  new kind of  initiative in 
university-industry collaboration. Distinctive features include a very high level of  subsidy (up to two 
thirds),  so that the centres can perform comparatively long-term research; and the long period for 
which the centres are funded, namely 10 years. It is central to the idea of  competence centres that they 
aim to  do more  fundamental  types  of  research  than  is  normally  possible  in  industry,  or  even  in 
conventional academic/industrial collaborations (Arnold, Clark & Bussillet, 2004).

The VINNOVA budget for the programme in 2004 was €19m per year. The agency contributes to total 
of  30% of  the cost of  the centres, which is matched by 30% from the participating universities. 40% 
of  the cost is paid by industry, most of  it in kind (primarily the time of  the participating individuals). 
Overall, the programme therefore costs about €60m per year, and will by the time it ends have involved 
a cumulated spend in total of  about €550m. The individual centres have an average budget of  about 
€2.1m per year ands involve some 20 – 30 full-time equivalent people (in practice, each may involve 
some 60 – 100 individuals). A centre is based wholly or predominantly at a single university (the PSCI 
centre  at  the  Royal  Institute  of  Technology  (KTH)  in  Stockholm  has  a  sub-centre  at  Uppsala 
University). The centres involve an average of  6 research groups. The programme has three times been 
peer reviewed, and this  has confirmed its  success in scientific  terms and in terms in its  industrial 
relevance (Arnold, Clark & Bussillet, 2004).

Encouraged by the success of  the initial competence centre programme, VINNOVA has expanded 
with  additional  competence  centres  (now  called  VINN  Excellence  Centres).  On  the  same  note, 
VINNOVA and the Swedish Research Council are in the process of  selecting four competence centres 
(Berzelii  centres)  focusing  on  excellence  in  curiosity-driven  research  fields  and  requiring  industry 
involvement.  The Swedish  Research  Council  and the  Swedish  Research  Council  for  Environment, 
Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning, have similarly established a programme for gradual selection 
of  additional competence centres (Linneaus grants), focusing on excellence in already well-established 
strong research teams, in this case without requiring industry involvement. Meanwhile, together with 
the  Knowledge  Foundation  and  the  Swedish  Foundation  for  Strategic  Research,  VINNOVA  has 
launched six-year mission-oriented competence centres (Institute Excellence Centres) based at research 
institutes.

The strategy behind this fast expanding wave of  larger programmes was initially inspired in part from 
studies of  other countries, such as Germany, and propagated by VINNOVA already at the time of  its 
establishment in the first years of  the new millennium. The government was gradually convinced of  
their usefulness and the Swedish Research Council likewise paid attention and wanted to embark on 
similar schemes. The ministry and these authorities developed a joint notion that support of  excellence 
centres  would  provide  incentives  for  specialization  and  more  long-term  research  and  innovation 
strategies. Innovation and research based on academic quality criteria would co-exist as a result.
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While the significance and outcomes of  the current approach are difficult to judge at this early stage, 
the accelerating competence-centre process has already exerted a major impact on many players in 
academia and business. The observed changes in behaviour indicate a number of  effects. Among them, 
it is clear that these programmes generate much stronger incentives for local actors to muster “critical 
mass”, and thus for engaging in collaboration with more parties to achieve this end. For instance, there 
is now a marked shift towards greater openness in developing joint research programmes, involving 
adjacent disciplines as well new combinations of  actors in academia, private and public sector. There is, 
indeed, impressive creativity in working out interesting combinations of  competencies. Also, the long-
term nature of  the support provided means that institutions tend to embark on more fundamental 
investments and reforms. Universities and research institutes are clearly working a lot harder than in the 
past to identify their core competencies, and to devote more effort to prioritization and specialization.

On the other hand, costs are also observed. The vast number of  consortia formed and the rather heavy 
application procedures appear to expand administration and the time that researchers have to spend on 
engaging  in  work  to  apply  for  substantial  funds.  Rather  uniform  objectives  to  support  already-
established  research  efforts,  and to rely  on international  (put  perhaps  somewhat  generally)  referee 
groups, mean that bigger institutions and relatively mainstream low-risk research teams are favoured. 
There is a tendency, also present in current government thinking, to support already-established (and 
vested) research, removing resources from younger and more explorative programmes, paradoxically 
strengthening traditional conservative research rather than those groups and interests that are relatively 
more open to new combinations, including partnerships with industry. This applies particularly to the 
workings  of  the  Research  Council,  but  even  VINNOVA has  displayed  a marked tendency  in  this 
direction, perhaps as a defensive strategy to maintain influence in competition with the older and more 
established Research Council. The risk of  unwanted outcomes is discussed, e.g. in the royal academies, 
but the dominance of  established research teams and institutions in virtually all established fora make it 
difficult to maintain a healthy balance between support of  the established interests and openness to 
new players.  KK-Stiftelsen,  a  wealthy foundation established to support  new academic institutions, 
could  potentially  serve  as  a  counterweight,  but  for  various  reasons  this  independent  (from  the 
government) foundation acts in a conservative manner as well, and requires a lot of  time to work out 
any new initiatives.

Thus,  the Swedish institutional  landscape for provision of  research funding remains tilted towards 
supporting traditional research directions and research teams, whereas its capacity to instill increased 
specialization and new combinations of  research has improved markedly.

Taken as a whole, despite its overall performance, the Swedish set-up can hardly be presented as an 
ideal  model for how to coordinate a comprehensive support  structure for cultivating a strong and 
properly interlinked system of  science, research, education and innovation capabilities. At the same 
time,  a  number  of  the  individual  programmes display  considerable  merits  and lend themselves  to 
interesting observations and lessons for other countries.

i. VINNVÄXT, VINNOVA’s prime programme for encouraging local partnerships and alliances;
ii. VISANU, the cluster initiative which has evolved in response to a real outstanding need for the 

public authorities to work together in support of  specific industrial activities and regions, and
iii. FORSKA  och  VÄX,  the  programme  started  by  VINNOVA  in  the  spring  of  2008,  to 

strengthen research  in  SMEs as  well  as  their  linkages  to research  in  academic  institutions. 
Developed in part based on lessons from the Norwegian experience of  similar programmes, 
this Swedish programme has met with great interest from SMEs in Sweden.
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c.1 Characteristics of the VINNVÄXT programme

VINNVÄXT  is  a  programme  for  regional  growth  through  development  of  dynamic  innovation 
systems.  In  its  context,  the  term  ‘regional’  is  defined  in  terms  of  functional  regions  rather  than 
administrative regions. In the VINNVÄXT programme, policy stakeholders from business, academy 
and the public sector are given incentives to collaborate and join forces in order to develop regional 
competitiveness. By competing against other regions, teams of  regional actors have been formed who 
have created their own visions for future regional based competitiveness.

VINNVÄXT is built around a concept where a few selected regions receive financing over ten years, 
and are regularly evaluated in order to secure progress. The current financing from VINNOVA is SEK 
800 million (€ 85million) in total or SEK 70 million (€ 7.5 million) over 10 years for each participating 
actor, which is one third of  the total project envelope. In principle, academia, the industrial partners 
and  the  public  authority  (VINNOVA)  thus  provide  one  third  each,  with  the  government  money 
leveraging the investments made by the other partners themselves. Two of  the programme’s main foci 
are knowledge and learning, which are considered as interactive and socially embedded processes. One 
consequence of  this approach is that processes for learning are emphasised both in rhetoric and in 
budget. All of  the funded regions are expected to take responsibility for their learning activities. In 
addition, VINNOVA conducts yearly follow-up evaluations of  the processes.

The evaluations of  VINNVÄXT have created a competitive pressure on the participants and resulted 
in reinforced efforts to deliver. The mere existence of  evaluations has proved to be just as important as 
the actual results. In addition, it has created incentives for the involved actors to keep track of  their 
efforts and be open to new perspectives (such as a gender focus on innovation systems). It also led to a 
genuine willingness to learn. VINNVÄXT shows that the processes surrounding evaluations can be just 
as important as the actual outcome and have indirect significant effects on innovation measures.

VINNVÄXT, identified as best practice in 2003, is VINNOVA´s alternative approach to spur regional 
innovation. The programme was inspired by similar programmes in Germany and Norway and then 
modified to fit the Swedish context. So far the results have been positive and the programme managers 
stress that VINNVÄXT is constantly evolving. Stakeholders involved the VINNVÄXT projects are 
consulted frequently  and encouraged to develop indicators  and future  visions  for  the  project.  has 
become a flagship of  VINNOVA’s activities (European Trend Chart on Innovation, Annual Innovation 
Policy Trends and Appraisal Report, Sweden 2006).

Main Characteristics of  the VINNVÄXT programme:

• Build bridges between science and industry in Sweden.

• Foster  excellent  academic  research  environments  in  which  industrial  companies  participate 
actively and have a long term commitment.

• Strengthen the crucial link in the Swedish National Innovation System (NIS) between academic 
research groups and industrial R&D.

• VINNOVA´s alternative approach to spur regional innovation.

• Spur regional growth through development of  dynamic innovation systems.

c.2 Characteristics of the Visanu programme

In 2002, the national programme Visanu was initiated for the development of  innovation systems and 
clusters in fields with good future prospects. The programme, which has a total budget of  SEK 70 
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million  (€  7.5  million),  is  a  co-operation  between  ISA (Invest  in  Sweden  Agency),  NUTEK (the 
Swedish  Agency  for  Economic  and  Regional  Growth)  and  VINNOVA  (Swedish  Agency  for 
Innovation Systems). Central features of  the programme are process support, knowledge development 
and international marketing. The programme was basically the result of  regular consultations between 
the  director  generals  of  these  agencies,  who appointed a  set  of  staff  members  to coordinate  the 
initiative so as to secure greater synergies between their mainstream agendas. The Visanu programme 
was terminated in 2005.

More than 1000 companies were involved in the 30 initiatives supported by Visanu. More than half  of  
these (56 per cent) were small companies (1-49 employees), 17 per cent were medium sized companies 
(50-249 employees) and 22 per cent were larger companies. A further 22 per cent were not classified 
(including 101 companies with no dependent employees, 123 non-limited companies and 23 foreign 
companies.).

Several cluster initiatives participated in joint knowledge development projects, e.g. on integration of  
horizontal  aspects,  entrepreneurship  in  the  creative  industry,  interactive  research  on  cluster 
development, etc. Helping to spur their implementation, and generate incentives for stakeholders to 
participate, has been the offering of  process support for strengthening of  regional innovation systems, 
offered by VINNOVA.. A national network was also created by the supporting agencies to help cluster 
initiatives  with skill  development  and experience  sharing  of  the  process  managers  engaged in  the 
programme.

Visanu  placed  a  high  priority  on  creating  linkages  across  sectors  and  clusters  and  all  firms  were 
welcome to join the programme. Cross-sectional  cluster  initiatives,  e.g.  packaging  (pulp and paper, 
design, ICT, surface technology etc), were encouraged. Several cluster initiatives participated in joint 
knowledge development  project,  e.g.  on integration of  horizontal  aspects,  entrepreneurship  in  the 
creative industry, interactive research on cluster development, etc. A national network was also created 
to  help  cluster  initiatives  with  skill  development  and  experience  sharing  of  the  process  managers 
engaged in the programme.

The result of  this work was an impressing collection of  experiences and hands-on-guidance about 
policy learning processes at the regional level. However, in spite of  this good practice, the programme 
also showed that it is quite difficult and time-consuming to build up and engage actors from different 
sectors and with different background. From time to time, even the coordination of  the three national 
agencies involved (VINNOVA, NUTEK and ISA) turned out to be a challenge. Different agendas and 
an inability to mobilise enough resources tested the mood for cooperation. All in all, this addresses the 
urgent need to be able to show progress and results (not just in the long-run) if  commitment and 
interest are to be kept on a high level (European Trend Chart on Innovation, Annual Innovation Policy 
Trends and Appraisal Report, Sweden 2006).

Main Characteristics of  the Visanu programme:

• Ensuring  that  the  future  skills  base  in  the  region/sector/country  will  correspond  to  the 
innovation needs of  enterprises.

• Facilitate the development of  collaboration between enterprises and other actors with a view to 
joint innovation activities and knowledge exchange.

• Help cluster initiatives with skill development and experience sharing of  the process managers 
engaged in the programme.

• Focus on creating regional based hubs, and try, as in VINNVÄXT, to activate regional actors to 
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take joint initiative.

• Emphasise learning and development of  self-generating structures.

• Ensure  that  networks,  partnerships  and  collaborations  which  had  developed  within  the 
programme would be able to survive when Visanu funding expired.

• Strengthen  and  complement  already  ongoing  activities  at  regional  level  to  strengthen  the 
regional competitiveness.

• Codify and document learning processes and experiences.

c.3 Characteristics of the Forska & Väx programme

In 2005 VINNOVA initiated the Forska & Väx programme. Since R&D has become very complex and 
is associated with large costs and risks it is difficult for the SMEs to conduct research on their own. 
The government therefore gave VINNOVA the task to set up a programme which would strengthen 
and stimulate R&D in SMEs. The Forska & Väx programme provides half  of  the investment while the 
participating companies have to come up with the rest. So far, it is considered to be one of  the most 
successful programmes, with a steady increase in participation.

The aim of  the programme is to promote sustainable growth and international competitiveness within 
the growth area defined by the functional region. This is achieved through problem-oriented research 
and development of  innovation systems to internationally competitive levels13.

Recently, the new government position overturned its earlier standpoint stated after the general election 
in September 2006 to cut research funding for Forska &Väx by SEK 100 million (about € 12 million) 
in the first budget of  the new government. It was announced in November 2006 by the government 
that this was a blunder. Their explanation was that the intention was not to lower the objectives for 
innovation; it happened because of  “too little time in the budget process”.

Despite promises for new support for the Forska & Väx programme, the government decision was still 
maintained. However, in their latest statements, the government announced its plans to restore funding 
for the Research & Growth programme in the spring of  200814.

According to VINNOVA it is important to increase measures based on mechanisms for “market pull”, 
i.e. measures which strengthens the demand for innovative products and instruments directly toward 
R&D in companies. Hence it is important to increase funding in early stages of  innovation processes, 
particularly for SMEs (Marklund, G. Nilsson, & Sandgren, P, 2007).

Results, in the form of  increased growth, will only be seen after a relatively long period of  time. This 
means that the success of  the programme must be tracked with the use of  indirect measurements and 
indicators  that  describe  the  process  and  the  structural  and  institutional  changes  considered  to  be 
important preconditions for future growth15.

The main features of  the programme are:

• Selection through competition.

• A  range  of  supporting  activities  (seminars,  training/education,  experience  sharing, 
13 http://www.nordicinnovation.net/_img/sweden_aland_backgrounder.pdf
14 http://trendchart.cordis.lu/tc_policy_information_fiche.cfm?id=3488
15 http://www.nordicinnovation.net/_img/sweden_aland_backgrounder.pdf
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research/increased know -how) at the disposition for planning and the resulting projects.

• Long-term perspective: 10 years.

• Approximately ten functional regions receive up to 10 MSEK per year. The first 3 winners were 
picked in 2003 – Lund (functional food), Vasterås/Mälardalen (robot technology) and Uppsala 
(biotech)16.

d.  Benchmarking and Evaluation for effectiveness

Since  2000,  the  Ministry  of  Industry,  Employment  and  Communications  has  regularly  conducted 
benchmarking studies of  Swedish industrial policy. However, there is still no regular monitoring of  
innovation policy development in  other  countries,  even though ad-hoc surveys concerning  foreign 
innovation and innovation systems may be carried out in relation to government bills.

One example is the government bill 2004/05:80, Research for a better life, which includes a chapter on the 
role of  R&D for the innovation system in Sweden and other countries. This chapter is very general 
and, as the international comparisons are based on policy trends rather than specific measures, it is 
difficult to talk about policy learning.

When  it  comes  to  hiring  innovation  experts  from  other  countries  (as  a  means  to  capture  new 
knowledge and experiences), Sweden has so far been quite passive. A minor exception was the Swedish 
Presidency  of  the  EU  during  which  foreign  experts  were  temporary  hired  as  employees  of  
Government Offices to provide the required level of  knowledge and expertise. However, besides this, 
most foreign experts or innovation policy staff  are hired on a short-term basis or approached within 
the framework of  international organisations and networks.

Sweden has for long tried to take advantage of  international organisations for its strategic learning. 
From an innovation perspective, OECD has been an important platform.

A number of  studies and evaluations of  different aspects of  the research system are usually performed 
as  part  of  the  preparations  for  research bills  and are  initiated by  the  government  or  government 
agencies.

Examples of  studies performed in preparation of  the research policy bill of  2005 included funding of  
strong research environments (Financing strong research environments - an international prospect), 
reformation  of  the  PhD  education  system,  IPR  for  university  researchers  (VINNFORSK  – 
VINNOVA’s  proposal  to improved commercialisation and increased returns in  growth of  research 
investments at universities) and organisation of  Swedish information services regarding EU funding 
programmes. The recommendations of  such studies are often translated into policy action through 
government  agencies.  Studies  are  also  initiated  by  other  actors,  such  as  the  Swedish  Technology 
Foresight projects supported by a range of  public and private actors, which usually influence policies in 
an indirect fashion that can be difficult to attribute to the studies.

Nonetheless, in comparison with the extensive evaluation procedures that exist in Finland, Sweden has 
a relatively undeveloped system for how to assess the effectiveness of  the national innovation system 
and its different agencies.

16 http://www.nordicinnovation.net/_img/sweden_aland_backgrounder.pdf
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e.  Funding coordination

The government  annually  invests  some SEK25  billion  (€2.7  billion)  in  R&D and  six  semi-public 
research foundations contribute another SEK1.5 billion (€0.17 billion). Estimates of  the contributions 
from local  authorities  and  county  councils  range  up  to  SEK7 billion  (~€0.8  billion),  but  official 
statistics are not available. Of  the Swedish government’s direct R&D investment, 56 per cent goes to 
curiosity-driven research and 42 per cent to mission-oriented R&D (20% to defence-related research 
and 22 per cent to non-defence-related research). The clear majority of  the investment in curiosity-
driven research (SEK11 billion; €1.2 billion) is transferred directly to the universities and the university 
colleges and the remainder is funnelled through three research councils. A range of  sector agencies 
manages the investment that is not directly defence-related. The main flows of  public R&D funding 
from the government are through:

• Ministry of  Education, Research and Culture (52% of  government R&D funding); mainly to 
universities and university colleges, and to research councils.

• Ministry of  Defence (20%); mainly to defence agencies.

• Ministry of  Industry, Employment and Communications (13%); mainly to sector agencies.

The main beneficiaries of  government R&D funding are universities and university colleges, which 
ultimately receive over 60 per cent of  the total, and industry, which receives around 20 per cent.

In  recent  years,  the  defence  sector  has  been  restructured,  resulting  in  a  dramatic  reduction  in 
government R&D funding, meaning that the relative proportion of  R&D funds to this sector is likely 
to plummet17.

Basic research funding

Universities and university colleges ultimately receive over 60 per cent of  the government’s investments 
in  R&D,  of  which  43  per  cent  is  directly  disbursed  by  the  government.  The  remainder  of  the 
government’s investments in curiosity-driven R&D is managed by three research councils:

• Swedish  Research  Council  (VR),  supporting  basic  research  in  all  fields  of  science  (€  283 
millions).

• Swedish  Research  Council  for  Environment,  Agricultural  Sciences  and  Spatial  Planning 
(FORMAS) (€ 59 millions).

• Swedish Council for Working Life and Social Research (FAS).

VR clearly dominates with a budget approximately double that of  FORMAS and FAS together. With 
few exceptions, grants from the research councils go to universities.

Curiosity-driven R&D is also funded by six semi-public research foundations. The two dominant ones 
are  the  Swedish  Foundation  for  Strategic  Research  (SSF;  supporting  research  in  natural  science, 
engineering  and  medicine)  and  the  Knowledge  Foundation  (KKS;  supporting  research  at  new 
universities and university colleges) and to a limited extent by sector agencies,  such as VINNOVA 
(supporting research and development in technology, transport and working life) (approximately € 117 
millions).

17 This entry is based on information from “European Trend Chart on Innovation, Annual Innovation Policy Trends and 
Appraisal Report, Sweden, 2004-2005”, European Commission, 2005.
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All basic research funding from research councils and sector agencies, as well as most from semi-public 
research foundations is allocated through peer-review systems. With few exceptions, funding goes to 
Swedish organisations.

Co-funding and indirect funding of private R&D

Historically, comprehensive formal and informal public-private alliances have played an important role 
in Sweden and have facilitated the development of  several successful multinational corporations, but 
such public-private alliances have largely ceased due to deregulation and globalization as stated earlier. 
Current public-private alliances are of  different nature and considerable smaller in scope. The public-
private programmes mentioned earlier typically have in common that they aim to support mission-
oriented,  pre-competitive  R&D  in  collaboration  between  R&D  providers  and  industry.  Typically, 
private enterprises make in-kind contributions amounting to 50 per cent of  the project budget, while 
R&D providers receive equally much in public funding. This form of  collaboration is generally much 
appreciated by both industry and R&D providers, but both categories of  stakeholders find that funding 
is insufficient both in terms of  overall budget and in terms of  it being spread onto too many, too small 
projects requiring too much bureaucracy.

Consequently, the Swedish innovation system is characterised by a bipolar structure. On the one hand, 
there  is  the  business  sector  that  conducts  mission-oriented  research  and  product  development, 
financing close to 80 per cent of  all R&D in Sweden. On the other hand, there is publicly-financed 
R&D which is  primarily  allocated to the  universities,  and to some (but diminishing)  extent to the 
defence sector.
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V.  What can be learned for Latin America

Swedish  “framework  conditions”  for  innovation,  competitiveness  and  international  trade  warrant 
reforms. In particular, policy makers are called to examine changes in tax rates and labour market rules, 
to expand youth entrepreneurship education, to foster a more entrepreneur-friendly social and business 
climate by  easing  the conditions  for and improving access  to new business development and new 
venture creation.

In  a  country  by  tradition  sceptical  and  negative  in  regard  to  risk-taking  and  foreign  ownership, 
businesses have slowly started to move into more high-quality segments of  production. Many of  the 
production sectors within the manufacturing industry will have a hard time competing with the low-
cost countries. Hence, it is important that Sweden takes advantage of  the high R&D intensity, makes it 
easier  to  become  an  entrepreneur  and  moves  businesses  from  traditional  segments  into  more 
innovative ones.

The country is making progress towards the abovementioned goals, which, if  achieved, will allow a 
healthier growth trajectory. Figures 16 and 17 analyse the Swedish national innovation system from 4 
angles according to the SWOT technique.

Figure 16. National Innovation System: SWOT analysis
Strengths Weaknesses

• The ability to find efficient solutions for advanced 
integrated production processes and logistics

• A well-educated population
• Stable macroeconomic conditions
• Stable political, legal and social framework
• Strong integration into global markets for important 

parts of  the industry
• World leading R&D intensive businesses

• Lack of  strong incentives and a support structure for 
radical innovations, especially service innovations

• Low rate of  knowledge intensive start-ups
• Lack of  interaction between SMEs and universities
• Low rate of  business investments
• Low competence usage among immigrants
• High level of  unemployment among youths

Opportunities Threats

• Unexploited R&D results that can be commercialized
• Strong universities and skilled labour can achieve more 

given better incentives
• Technology-friendly environments
• Good business environment
• A competent public sector, with a tradition of  

technology development in cooperation with private 
business

• Weaknesses in incentives for education and 
entrepreneurship

• Systematic outflows of  skilled labour, weaknesses in 
absorbing and utilizing immigrating skilled individuals

• Offshoring of  high-value added activities if  domestic 
competencies lose competitiveness

• Global companies investing elsewhere
• Weakened knowledge base
• Domination of  a few industrial groups
• Slow creation of  new industries and jobs

Source: European Trend Chart on Innovation, Annual Innovation Policy Trends and Appraisal Report, SWEDEN 2006
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Figure 17. National Innovation Governance system: SWOT analysis
Strengths Weaknesses

• Good tradition of  stakeholder involvement, which 
creates trust and consensus

• Robust organizational structure that can withstand 
different future scenarios

• Flexibility through informal coordination at all policy 
levels making it possible to seize opportunities

• Work processes involving all embracing long-term 
investigations and non-hierarchical decisions

• Mutual cooperation between state and municipality

• Lack of  coordination between policy fields
• Lack of  responsibility for cross-sector issues
• No clear national leadership for innovation policy
• Lack of  the time needed for policy coordination at both 

ministerial and agency level
• Short sighted policy actions
• Fragmentation of  actions among policy actors 
• Lack of  good innovation indicators on interaction and 

output
• Consensual approach may be too time consuming and lead 

to a loss of  focus

Opportunities Threats

• The Regional Growth Programmes as a tool for the 
promotion of  regional governance and awareness of  
regional innovation systems

• Involvement in international cooperation, which gives 
possibilities for systematic intelligence and policy 
benchmarking

• Policy learning and policy actions based on evaluations 
and experience

• The Innovative Sweden (the national innovation strategy) 
as a mean to create a common vision of  the future and a 
commitment to innovation policy

• Strategic discussion with key industries

• Blurred policy distinction between innovation policy and 
other policy fields

• Weak structures for regional governance
• Lack of  a systemic perspective and a tendency to believe 

in the a linear model at the national level
• Policy actions based on short-term special interests and 

meagre data
• Copycat syndrome among policy makers
• Repetition of  past mistakes

Source: European Trend Chart on Innovation, Annual Innovation Policy Trends and Appraisal Report, SWEDEN 2006

Tentatively,  the lessons for Latin American countries that can be learned from Sweden include the 
following three insights and are discussed in more detail below:

• Competitiveness requires long-term capacity building blended with flexibility;

• Constructive dialogue on internationalization and innovation; and

• Leveraging opportunities for change.

Competitiveness requires long-term capacity building blended with flexibility

Sweden had early reforms catering for diffusion of  basic skills and strong infrastructure. Policy served 
to underpin the creation of  critical mass in domestic industrial structures and skills bases. Domestic 
policies  are  needed  to  underpin  such  sources  of  strength.  For  a  long  time,  the  Swedish  policy 
environment has been designed to benefit a small number of  large actors at the expense of  domestic 
heterogeneity, competition, and entrepreneurship. The concentration of  economic power in the hands 
of  government,  unions,  and  a  small  number  of  large  multinational  companies  has  created  an 
environment where the distribution of  profits overtakes growth as the main objective, where incentives 
for renewal have become too weak, and where costs increased rapidly since no party was interested in 
disruptive conflicts. Despite the fact that this was already obvious in the mid-1970s, no change in the 
overall policy environment took place until the early 1990s, resulting in serious damage and the need 
for revival. Various interest groups still want to keep the old system intact, which keeps limiting the 
detrimental effects on long run growth.
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Constructive dialogue on internationalisation and innovation

Globalization has made  economies more and more dependent on the international environment. By 
setting  up  international  production  that  exploits  the  comparative  advantages  of  several  countries; 
multinational companies can maximize their efficiency. They may also force governments to adjust to 
the competition between alternative locations,  and create a more favourable business environment. 
Sweden  is  probably  the  best  example  of  this.  The  stagnant  Swedish  model  prospered  as  long  as 
multinational  corporations  were  still  tied  to  their  home  country  by  various  restrictions  on  the 
international mobility of  goods, services, capital,  and labour. As these restrictions were reduced, in 
some cases at the regional rather than the global level, the high costs and other weaknesses of  the 
Swedish model became critical and motivated firms to move attractive jobs out of  the country. This, in 
turn, forced the government to start reforming the system. Crucially helpful in the Swedish case, both 
during its growth phases and when the country had to face up to the need of  reform, has been the 
institutionally supported practice for exercising dialogue and consultation. Although it is difficult to 
identify distinctly successful strategic initiatives, and the fact that picking-the-winner policy is not in 
fashion, the Swedish practice has enabled direction and consistency in the reforms and investments 
undertaken by multiple actors to strengthen performances in certain regions and sectors.

Leveraging opportunities for change

Although many of  the weaknesses of  the Swedish model were well-known and widely discussed for 
many years, nothing happened until the financial crisis interrupted the fixed relations between various 
interest  groups.  Many  of  the  reforms  introduced  in  the  wake  of  the  crisis  would  not  have  been 
politically viable only a few years earlier. The point to note is that crises provide rare opportunities for 
reforms in societies with strong established interest groups. Continuous monitoring of  an economy’s 
relative strengths and weaknesses is particularly important at these times. Those economies that have a 
ready-made blueprint for reform are clearly in a stronger position than countries where the reform 
agenda must be decided in the turbulent environment following a crisis.
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Appendix 1  Innovation promoting agencies

Swedish Research Council

Mission The  Swedish  Research  Council  is  a  government  agency  under  the  Ministry  of  
Education, Research and Culture. The Council’s three main areas of  responsibility 
are  research funding,  research policy  and science  communication.  The Swedish 
Research  Council  provides  support  for  basic  research  of  the  highest  scientific 
quality  in  every  field  of  science.  The  goal,  as  formulated  by  the  Swedish 
Government, is to establish Sweden as a leading research nation.

Status Government agency.

Activities Research funder; Research policy advisory body; Intermediary.

Research funder The Swedish  Research  Council  is  the  largest  governmental  research  funder  for 
basic research at the universities and institutes. Granted projects are initiated by the 
researchers  themselves.  The  three  Scientific  councils  and  the  two  committees 
awards grants to the research projects which have the highest scientific quality and 
that best promotes regeneration of  research. Reviewing submitted applications are 
conducted  by  peer  review  where  about  500  Swedish  and  foreign  researchers 
evaluate the applications by direction of  the scientific councils. Grants are given 
primarily to projects, employments (researchers in councils or research assistants), 
grants for post-doc. or EUI (European Universities Institutes) doctoral candidate, 
expensive  scientific  equipment,  infrastructure,  publication  of  monographs  and 
scientific  journals  etc.  Examples  of  specific  investments  are  supporting  young 
researchers,  interdisciplinary  research,  gender  research,  high  risk  research  and 
strong research environments.

There  are  also  long-term  investments  for  competitive  environments  for  basic 
research. Only universities and institutes can apply, not individuals.

Research policy 
advisory body

Like all the other governmental research funders, the Swedish Research Council is 
an advisory body for the Swedish government in matters concerning research. The 
Swedish Research Council also plays a strategic role as a policy advisory body for 
the Swedish government concerning research policy issues. Within the office of  the 
Swedish Research Council, there is a special department for research policy issues. 
This  department  has  a  coordination  responsibility  for  strategy  and  analysis,  a 
section defined by the government. The department’s tasks consists of  strategy and 
analysis  both  national  and  international,  questions  dealing  with  ethics,  gender 
equality  and  questions  regarding  gender  research.  Furthermore,  the  Scientific 
councils, the committee for Educational Science and the committee for Research 
Infrastructures work with research policy issues.

Intermediary One of  the three main tasks for the Swedish Research Council is development of  
research information.  e.g. in close cooperation with universities, organisations etc, 
increase the contacts between researchers, the public and trade and industry. The 
position  in  society  of  basic  research  is  to  be  strengthened  by  good  research 
information.  Furthermore  democracy  and  economic  growth  shall  increase. 
Dialogue and communication within the research society  will  be promoted and 
research results will be disseminated to the areas in society where it can be of  use. 
E.g. within education, industry, in the political area, media and where the public is 
interested. The Swedish Research Council aims, in cooperation with the universities 
and other research funders and the researchers themselves, to create an area where 
researchers and the public can meet, develop new methods aiming to disseminate 
popular  science to  the public,  bring out  controversial  issues  about  research for 
debate, etc.
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Background The Swedish Research Council  was established with the intention of  having an 
established  structure  from  the  beginning.  It  was  also  considered  important  to 
uphold  the  integrity  in  a  long-term  perspective  because  the  role  of  this 
organisation was underlined to be of  national importance. Therefore the decision 
on establishing The Swedish Research Council was made by the parliament and not 
only the government. The organisation was set in 2001.

This new research funder was assigned tasks from several other organisations of  
which  some  got  slightly  altered  focus  and  some  were  discontinued.  These 
organizations  were  Forskningsrådsnämnden  (Swedish  Council  for  Planning  and 
Coordination  of  Research),  Humanistisk-samhällsvetenskapliga  forskningsrådet 
(The  Council  for  Research  in  the  Humanities  and  Social  Services),  Medicinska 
forskningsrådet  (The  Medical  Research  Council),  Naturvetenskapliga 
forskningsrådet (Swedish Council for Science Research) and Teknikvetenskapliga 
forskningsrådet (The Council for Research in Technology). Establishing this new 
organisation  was  done  with  the  view to  facilitate  focusing  research  funding  in 
significant  scientific  areas,  promote  cooperation between research and work of  
development and improve the dissemination of  information on research and its 
results.  The  basic  outlook  was  that  research  is  the  foundation  of  knowledge 
development in society. Because of  that research has a significant role in increasing 
the  welfare  by  technical,  economical,  medical,  cultural  and  social  development. 
Research was furthermore underlined to promote democracy by taking up a critical 
approach. Research along with education is one of  the most important factors for 
economic  growth.  In  order  to  create  an  internationally  competitive  research,  a 
prerequisite is the structure of  financing to be flexible enough to shift priorities 
and at the same time characterized by a long term planning horizon.

Prop. 1999/2000:81 (http://www.riksdagen.se/webbnav/index.aspx?
nid=3120&doktyp=proposition&bet=1999/2000:81) , bet. 1999/2000:UbU17

(http://www.riksdagen.se/webbnav/index.aspx?
nid=3322&rm=1999/2000&bet=UbU17) 

Main Structure For each of  the five subject groups (Scientific Councils for Humanities and Social 
Sciences, Medicine, and Natural and Engineering Sciences. Two Committees, for 
Educational Science and Research Infrastructures), a Secretary General heads the 
work of  the respective Scientific Council or Committee. Each Secretary General is 
employed part-time for a maximum of  six years. Section heads assist the Secretaries 
General with day-to-day management. The Scientific Councils and the Committees 
for  Educational  Science  and  Research  Infrastructures  are  expert  bodies  that 
promote  and  support  research  of  the  highest  scientific  quality  within  their 
respective areas. They also assess research, evaluate the quality and importance of  
research, and monitor trends in Swedish and international research. A majority of  
members  on  the  Board  and  Scientific  Councils  are  appointed  by  an  electoral 
committee elected by researchers and teachers at higher education institutions. The 
Swedish Government appoints the chairman and several members of  the board 
and the Scientific  Councils.  The term of  office for  members,  both elected and 
appointed,  is  three  years.  Members  can  serve  a  maximum of  two  consecutive 
terms.  The  Board  is  responsible  for  overall  strategy  and  policy.  One  of  its 
responsibilities is to determine the organisation’s direction within the framework of  
goals and guidelines specified by Parliament and the Government. The Board also 
approves the Swedish Research Council’s overall work programme and decides on 
matters of  principle and strategy associated with activities to promote research.

Characteristics of  
operation

Regular meeting of  the councils and the committees. Invitations for applications 
are done on regular basis. As an advisory body, VR is consulted for statement on a 
matter submitted to VR for consideration. The three councils (one for Humanities 
and  Social  Sciences,  one  for  Medicine  and  one  for  Natural  and  Engineering 
Sciences) are each lead by a chairman, appointed by the Swedish government. Each 
council’s chairman leads the council’s board, consisting of  ten members of  which 
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three are appointed by the government and seven by an electoral committee. The 
councils  grants  awards,  evaluates,  follow the  development  within their  scientific 
area. They also deliver information for decision-making. Each council should have 
a  secretary  “of  high  scientific  competence”.  The  tasks  of  the  Committee  for 
Educational Science are much the same as the councils, but more limited to the 
educational area. The difference is their working base. While the councils are more 
independent,  the  members  of  the  committee  are  all  chosen  by  the  Swedish 
Research Council. The Committee for Research Infrastructures is more of  a body 
for cooperation which tasks are about promoting dialogue between researchers and 
funders and promoting cooperation between public funding bodies. All members 
are appointed by the government.

Year 2005.

Number of  employees Appox.136.

Overview The Swedish Research Council aims to:

• Support research at universities and colleges of  higher learning holding 
scientific areas, not supporting new specific institutes

• Larger,  more  long-term  frame  grants  in  the  annual  advertising  of  
applications for the best groups of  researchers

• Support for groups of  researchers geographically united cooperation
• Incentives for universities and colleges of  higher learning for prioritizing 

development of  high class research environments
• Continued support to young researchers
• Enlarged monitoring of  basic research quality.

Research policy 
priorities

More effective and efficient public expenditure on R&D; Policy mix governance 
structure; Grants to public sector research institutions; Raise interest of  the young 
in science and technology; Develop more  favourable employment conditions to 
attract  researchers;  Enhancing  the  mobility  of  researchers;  Specific  research 
programmes; Development of  long term research agendas.

Type of  research 
prioritized

Basic  research;  Social  sciences  research;  Knowledge  transfer  (between 
researchers);Human resources  development;  International  research collaboration; 
Networking;  Protection  and  improvement  of  human  earth;  Production, 
distribution  and  rational  utilisation  of  energy;  Industrial  production  and 
technology;  Social  structures  and  relationships;  Non-oriented  research;  Other: 
Infrastructure  for  research  and dissemination  of  research results  to  public  and 
society, monitoring of  quality in basic research; Health; Environment; Energy; ICT; 
Biotechnology, food and agriculture.

Sectoral priorities Medical Research: greater support for qualitatively superior research; recruitment 
and development of  researchers, work for gender equality within medical research. 
Strengthen the public’s awareness of  medical research and its results. Natural and 
Engineering Sciences: encourage and facilitate growing innovation and extend the 
scope  of  research.  Continue  addressed  funding  for  basic  technology  science, 
molecular life and its processes, climate research. Scientific Research in Education: 
research  on  learning  and  knowledge  acquisition,  teaching  and  education  as  a 
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research field.

Geographical priorities No particular geographic priorities.

Development of  
priorities

The  decision  making  process  includes  the  three  Scientific  Councils  and  the 
Committees  for  Educational  Science  and  Research  Infrastructures.  They  have 
presented a strategy for the government for the years 2005-2008. The government 
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has assented to most of  the content in that strategy. the strategy addresses among 
others the following perceived problems:

Sweden is lagging behind in publishing of  scientific articles, particularly within the 
medical area Funding for basic research have stagnated the level of  the 1990s.

Development of  post-graduate study has taken place at the expense of  decreasing 
funding for senior research.

Evolution of  priorities No long history yet - the organisation is young and was established only in 2001. 
From the beginning in 2001 support good research environment and infrastructure 
and  also  cooperation  with  other  research  funders,  universities  and  university 
colleges. In the beginning the Swedish Research Council had stronger funding for 
those  especially  excellent  researchers.  From 2003  they  emphasized more  young 
researchers. In 2004 the organisation was consolidated and a more clear structure 
was taken place, e.g. making grant application process more effective. In 2004 the 
board took a decision on national post-doctorate employment. Though support for 
good  research  environment  and  infrastructure  has  been  a  priority  since  the 
beginning, funding in terms of  grants was not a fact until 2005.

Specific targets Universities; Other

Total annual budget in 
Euro

approximately 283 million Euro.

Budget trends So  far  no  obvious  budget trends  are  seen  since  the  organisation  is  so  young 
(established in 2001) The strategy for the period 2005-2008 which is approved by 
the government, shows a strong increase in funding. Funding on longer terms as 
well  as a possibility  for more applicants are the main themes within their  main 
areas. The emphasis in funding during the period is an increase towards the end of  
the period. No information on exact figures is available at the moment.

Source of  funds (%) 
Government

National 89%;Non-profit 11%

Expenditure/Destinatio
n of  funds

The main categories of  research grants are:

• Project grants
• Staffing grants (mainly for senior and junior research positions)
• Fellowships  (for  postdoctoral  and  PhD  students  at  the  European 

University Institute)
• Major/expensive equipment grants
• Conference and travel grants
• Publication grants

Particular  areas  of  funding  are  support  for  young  researchers,  interdisciplinary 
research, gender research, high risk research and strong research environments.

Funding cycles The organisation works to an annual budget cycle. No further detailed information 
is currently available.

Allocation of  funds Grants are allocated through a peer-review process assessing scientific quality. The 
hypothesis is tested and seen in perspective whether it adds new knowledge, and 
what relevance the project has within its subject field. Examination also covers the 
theoretical  basis  and  methodology,  and  also  an  assessment  of  the  researcher's 
competence  and  ability  to  carry  out  the  project.  Proposals  for  funding  are 
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submitted in digital format to the Swedish Research Council. They are thereafter 
distributed to evaluation panels. A five-degree marking scale is used:

5  =  World-Leading/Outstanding  (The  project  can  be  compared  with,  and  the 
researcher among, the world leaders within the subject area)

4  = Excellent (The project  must  be comparable to,  and the researcher  among, 
national leaders within the subject area)

3 = Very Good (The project which is, or the researchers who are carrying out, very 
good, internationally competitive research)

2 = Good (awarded for projects which are, or researchers who carry out, good 
research  well  worth  support  from the  Research  Council  if  there  are  sufficient 
resources)

1  =  Insufficient  (The  mark  “Insufficient”  does  not  mean  that  the  project  or 
researcher  needs  to  be  poor.  The  project  or  researcher  may be  good,  but  not 
sufficiently good to fulfil the Research Council’s quality requirements)

Funding impact 
assessment processes

Within VR there  is  a  department  for  Analysis  and  Evaluation which  conducts 
reviews and evaluations on matters such as funding impact, award of  grants for 
research etc. According to the Appropriation Document, VR is obliged to report 
annually back to the government about undertaken activities, funding and results. 
VR also initiates evaluations with independent evaluators, not seldom experts from 
other countries than Sweden.

Evaluation and review VR has for some years reviewed their application system, VR-Direct, in order to 
learn and improve. Selected fields of  VR's areas are looked into as well. So far, no 
evaluation  of  the  organization  and  the  effectiveness  as  such.  Publications  (in 
Swedish mostly) are found at:

http://cm.e-line.nu/servlet/us_pyra?
wts.PAGE=h_ix3.htm&wts.ACTION=loginguest&p=H

In English http://www.vr.se/2.69f66a93108e85f68d480000.html

In original language http://www.vr.se

Source: Erawatch, 2006
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The  Swedish  Governmental  Agency  for  Innovation  Systems, 
VINNOVA

Mission VINNOVA’s mission is to promote sustainable growth by financing R&D within 
areas as technology,  transport,  communication and working life,  and developing 
effective innovation systems. More specifically to stimulate Swedish participation in 
European  and  international  cooperation,  disseminate  R&D  information  to 
exercisers,  users  and  the  public  of  R&D,  also  increase  young  researchers 
possibilities for better working conditions, promote gender equality in appraisal of  
funding and within the own organization (a goal all Swedish agencies work for) and 
gender mainstreaming within research.

International 
representation

No offices are situated abroad.

Status Government Agency.

Activities Research funder; Research policy advisory body.

Main activity The organisation has multiple roles, see separate subsections below.

Research funder The 18 growth areas  (within  sectors  such as  Information and communications 
technology,  Services,  Biotechnology,  Manufacturing,  Materials,  Transportation) 
which VINNOVA has prioritized are considered to pave way for future growth. 
These growth areas extend across boundaries and are suppose to break down the 
traditional divisions between industrial sectors and areas of  society. There are also 
“knowledge platforms” (Biotechnology, Efficient product development, Learning 
and health in working life, IT implementation) that will generate knowledge which 
will  support  the growth areas  and knowledge which is  of  vital  importance  for 
sustainable growth. Between 2003 and 2007, VINNOVA ams, according to their 
strategy for launching initiatives, to promote problem-oriented research focused on 
areas with a high potential for growth. During the next five years, VINNOVA will 
prioritize these growth areas in all its activities.

Research policy advisory 
body

Like  many  Swedish  governmental  agencies,  VINNOVA  is  a  body  to  which  a 
proposed measure is referred for consideration. VINNOVA is frequently used as 
such a research advisory body.

Background VINNOVA  was  established  in  January  2001  and  was  then  a  merger  of  the 
Communication  Research  Board  (Kommunikationsforskningsberedningen),  the 
R&D department  in  the  Swedish  Agency  for  Economic  and  Regional  Growth 
(Nutek)  and  parts  of  the  Council  for  Working-life  Research  (Rådet  för 
Arbetslivsforskning). A special department was established during the first year in 
order to take care of  issues concerning communication. Strategy and working ways 
was developed during 2001. A strategy for 2003-2007 was created during 2002, in 
which the focus for the next years was founded. During 2003, the cooperation with 
regions, other agencies and institutes clearly increased and developed. In 2004 the 
Government Bill  on research stated that VINNOVA should have an increase in 
funding which resulted in a 50% increase in appropriation from 2008. VINNOVA’s 
engagement  in  The  Association  For  Technology  Implementation  In  Europe 
(TAFTIE)  increased  during  2005  and  2006  VINNOVA  became  the  chairing 
organisation  there.  The  first  of  January  2006,  the  Council  for  EU/R&D  was 
established as a secretariat within VINNOVA.

Main Structure VINNOVA is headed by a director general. In the Office of  the Director General 
are also a Deputy Director General, a Director of  External Affairs, a Director of  
operations development, a Director Competitiveness, a Head Legal Officer and a 
Director of  Process Development. Each of  the following departments is headed 
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by a director and/or head of  division:

• International Collaboration and Networks including
• European Programmes Department
• Innovation Actors Division
• Strategy Development Division
• Competence Areas Division including
• Working Life Department
• Biotechnology Department
• Information and Communication Technology Department
• Manufacturing and Materials Department
• Services and IT Implementation Department
• Transport department
• Administration Division
• Administration Department
• IS/IT Department
• Human Resource Department
• Finance and Accounts Department
• Communication division

Component 
organisations

VINNOVA has no sub-units/subsidiary organisations.

Parent organisation VINNOVA is  not  a  sub-unit  or  sub  division  of  a  larger  (umbrella/parent) 
organisation.

Characteristics of  
operation

In  order  to  function  efficiently  as  a  funder  of  need  driven  research  and 
development in different research systems, VINNOVA’s efforts and working ways 
are frequently in need of  adjustments and development. E.g.  working methods, 
system of  rules, funding allocation routines, technological support systems, quality 
assurance routines, etc.

Year 2005.

Number of  employees 47.

Research staff 35.

Overview Prioritized areas (so called “growth areas”) are:

• Telecom systems
• Micro- and nano-electronics
• Software products
• E-services in public administration
• IT in home healthcare
• The experience industry
• Pharmaceuticals and diagnostics
• Biotech Supply
• Biomedical engineering
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• Innovations in foods
• Complex and assembled products
• Wood manufacturing
• Intelligent and functional packaging
• Light materials and lightweight design
• Materials design, including nanomaterials
• Green materials from renewable resources
• Innovative vehicles for different transport modes
• Innovative logistics and freight transport systems

Prioritized  “knowledge  platforms”  are:  Biotechnology,  Efficient  product 
development,  Learning  and  health  in  working  life,  ICT  implementation, 
Infrastructure and efficient transport systems.

Research policy 
priorities

More effective and efficient public expenditure on R&D; Reform of  public sector 
research  institutions;  Improving  R&D  co-operation  and  technology  transfer; 
Promotion of  R&D services to enterprises(esp. SMEs);Grants to support business 
R&D, and R&D collaboration;  R&D related services  to  enterprises;  Promoting 
regional research-driven clusters; Specific research programmes.

Type of  research 
prioritized

Problem  driven  (basic)  research  ;Pre-competitive  research;  Applied  industrial 
research  Health; Environment; Mobility/transport; ICT; Biotechnology,  food and 
agriculture;  Nanotechnology,   nanosciences,  materials  and  new  production 
technologies.

Sectoral priorities Prioritised  “knowledge  platforms”  are:  Biotechnology,  Efficient  product 
development,  Learning  and  health  in  working  life,  ICT  implementation, 
Infrastructure and efficient transport systems.

Geographical priorities No information is found on any possible geographic priorities.

Development of  
priorities

By  2003,  VINNOVA  together  with  the  governmental  research  councils  (the 
Swedish  Research  Council,  Formas,  FAS,  The  Association  of  Swedish  Higher 
Education)  and two of  the Swedish academies  for  science (The Royal  Swedish 
Academy  of  Engineering  Sciences,  The  Royal  Swedish  Academy  of  Sciences) 
submitted  to  the  government  a  call  for  change  in  research  policy.  The  call 
underlined the need for e.g. better career possibilities for researchers, strengthening 
of  cooperation between public bodies, industry and research. The suggestions were 
taken  into  consideration  by  the  government.  Evolution  of  priorities  The 
organisation is young and so far there has not been any larger change over time.

Overview Swedish universities.  Among the industry research institutes:  The Royal Swedish 
Academy  of  Engineering  Sciences  (IVA),  the  Swedish  Foundry  Association, 
Institute  for  Surface  Chemistry  (YKI),  the  Swedish  Institute  for  Food  and 
Biotechnology (SIK), SP Swedish National Testing and Research Institute among 
others. VINNOVA also promotes R&D within SMEs.

Specific targets Universities; Public research organization.

Total annual budget in 
Euro

116 800 000.

Budget trends The governmental funding has increased the last couple of  years due to a wish of  
strengthening  Technology  science  and  research.  IT  and  telecom  has  been 
prioritized e.g. in 2004 when VINNOVA received an extra 10 million Euros for 
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research within those two sectors.

Expenditure/Destinatio
n of  funds

VINNOVA acts as a intermediary in funding for the Swedish research industry 
institutes. Otherwise, VINNOVA’s main destination of  funds is the academy, e.g. 
universities.

Funding cycles According to the annual appropriation of  governmental funding 
and in line with the Government Bill on research.

Allocation of  funds The information is currently not available

unding impact 
assessment processes

The research programmes are evaluated, often by exernal independent evaluators. 
VINNOVA has also faction or group of  evaluators within the organisation.

Evaluation and review Evaluations on impact och effects of  a certain operation has 
been carried out. E.g. “impacts of  the Swedish Competence Centres Programme 
1995 - 2003”. Several evaluations can be found on:

http://www.vinnova.se/vinnova_shop/ItemView____756.aspx

In English http://www.vinnova.se/default____612.aspx

In original language http://www.vinnova.se

Source: Erawatch, 2006
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The Swedish Institute for Growth Policy Studies, ITPS

Summary description The  Swedish  Institute  for  Growth  Policy  Studies  (ITPS)  is  the  Swedish 
Government’s  agency  for  understanding growth and for  evaluating  government 
policies.  The  agency  falls  under  the  Ministry  of  Industry,  Employment  and 
Communications.  Its  main  purpose  is  to  develop  and  disseminate  relevant 
knowledge  on  the  determinants  of  economic  growth  as  inputs  to  industrial, 
structural and innovation policies in Sweden. Together with several agencies, the 
Government  ministries  are  the  most  important  users.  ITPS has  identified four 
major challenges facing policy makers in the field of  growth policies:

• Increasing international competition.
• Industrial restructuring and dynamics.
• Regional development.
• Technological change and development.

ITPS has two offices in Sweden and five offices in strategic locations around the 
world. In corporation with other agencies, in Sweden and abroad, ITPS conducts 
surveys and analyses. ITPS uses three tools to expand and develop knowledge in 
the four defined areas:

• Statistical  descriptions  and  analyses  of  the  structure  and  dynamics  of  
Swedish industry.

• Evaluation  of  Swedish  national  and  regional  policies  for  industrial 
development and innovation.

• Policy intelligence to learn from other nations’ policy experiences.

ITPS  is  also  a  provider  of  public  statistics  in  three  areas  within  the  field  of  
Business Activities.

Main purpose The main purpose of  the authority is to provide the Government with background 
information about the Swedish trade and industry sector.

Mission ITPS’s  objective  is  to  develop  and  disseminate  relevant  knowledge  on  the 
determinants of  economic growth as inputs to industrial, structural and innovation 
policies in Sweden. ITPS should review and spread information on international 
development  and  about  the  accomplishment  of  EU  structural  funds.  ITPS  is 
expected to contribute to the development of  regional growth programmes.

Background ITPS was established in January 2001. The head office is located in Östersund, in 
the mid-Sweden region. ITPS has also one office in Stockholm and five offices 
abroad; Tokyo, Peking, Brussels, Washington and Los Angeles. At the Östersund 
office 42 staff  members conduct statistical surveys of  the trade and industry and 
evaluations concerning effects  of  the political  measures  aimed at  the trade and 
industry. ITPS is the official provider of  public statistics on start-ups of  new firms, 
bankruptcies  and  the  internationalisation  of  the  Swedish  business  sector.  This 
means that ITPS reports to Sweden Statistics (SCB) and the statistics are published 
in Sweden’s Statistical Database (SSD). In the other five offices, 32 staff  members 
mainly  work  with  monitoring  analysis.  These  analyses  focus  on  significant 
technological  progresses  and  emergences  of  international  centres  of  high 
competence,  as well  as on other reports of  importance to the development of  
Swedish competitiveness and which may have a direct or more indirect impact on 
R&D policy.

Evaluations ITPS also initiates and carries out numerous evaluations of  national and regional 
policy  measures  and  programmes  of  industrial  and  innovation  policies.  As  a 
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government  agency  under  the  Ministry  of  Industry,  Employment  and 
Communications, ITPS assists the Government and its agencies to improve policy 
measures and design them in such a manner that they can be evaluated and thereby 
contribute to future learning. ITPS has evaluated government schemes for venture 
capital provision, reforms of  the bankruptcy legislation, European regional policy 
in Sweden and Swedish innovation policies.

Operator The information is provided in different ways. Statistics and analyses are available 
at ITPS's website,. There are also links to Statistics Sweden’s database where it is 
possible to find. ITPS’s statistics under the headline Business Activities.

ITPS own website: 
http://www.itps.se/sections/startsida.asp

SCB (Business Activities): 
http://www.scb.se/templates/Amnesomrade_ ___11155.asp

Other Sources ITPS produces its own data collection and conducts analyses. ITPS is the provider 
of  official  statistics  on  start-ups  of  new  firms,  bankruptcies,  and  the 
internationalization  of  the  Swedish  business  sector,  including  foreign-owned 
companies in Sweden and Swedish-owned companies abroad. In its mission as an 
official provider of  public statistics ITPS reports to the Government authority of  
statistics,  SCB,  that  coordinate  and  publish  public  statistics  in  the  Sweden’s 
Statistics Database (SDD).

The  role  of  ITPS’s  policy  intelligence  is  to  learn  from other  countries’  policy 
schemes. For effective policy development ITPS collects information on how other 
countries  deal  with  similar  issues  by  benchmarking  successful  nations.  To 
accomplish this ITPS has representatives in Stockholm and abroad:

Brussels:
http://www.itps.se/Items/Kontor.asp?
FromImageMap=true&secId=1042&itemId=959 

Washington D.C.:
http://www.itps.se/Items/Kontor.asp?
FromImageMap=true&secId=1042&itemId=957 

Los Angeles:
http://www.itps.se/Items/Kontor.asp?
FromImageMap=true&secId=1042&itemId=958

Tokyo:
http://www.itps.se/Items/Kontor.asp?
FromImageMap=true&secId=1042&itemId=961 

Beijing:
http://www.itps.se/Items/Kontor.asp?
FromImageMap=true&secId=1042&itemId=960 

Stockholm:
http://www.itps.se/Items/Kontor.asp?
FromImageMap=true&secId=1042&itemId=962 

Commissioned by ITPS is a state authority and is subordinated to the Ministry of  
Industry, Employment and Communications.

Intended users According to the statutes, ITPS should be in charge of  developing and managing a 
knowledge  base  that  serves  the  Swedish  politics  of  industrial  growth.  Besides 
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politicians and Swedish authorities, researchers are also intended users.

Since ITPS has independence to define and develop its own statistics many of  the 
most important users are involved in dialogs with ITPS over the development of  
the statistics. Some of  these users are VINNOVA (Swedish Agency for Innovation 
Systems),  Nutek  (Swedish  Agency  for  Economic  and  Regional  Growth),  ISA 
(Invest in Sweden Agency), Confederation of  Swedish Enterprise and The Swedish 
Trade Union Confederation. Development of  statistics and methods are also done 
in line with international standards that are developed by the OECD and Eurostat. 
Most important in questions of  development of  statistics is the frequent dialog 
with the Statistics Sweden (SCB) which is the coordinator of  all public statistics in 
Sweden.

Other key participants ITPS conducts analyses and promote diffusion of  information and knowledge in 
close cooperation with:

• Swedish  Agency  for  Economic  and  Regional  Growth  (Nutek): 
http://www.nutek.se/

• Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA):
http://www.vinnova.se/

• Swedish Energy Agency: http://www.stem.se/

Besides the ITPS mission to report statistics to SCB, ITPS also uses SCB’s statistics 
in its own analyses. ITPS also collaborates with international organisations and the 
statistics are published at the following data bases:

• Eurostat.  Sales and employment of  affiliates abroad, Statistics in Focus 
Theme 2-47/2002, published 2002.

• Eurostat:  Statistics  in  focus,  Industry,  trade  and  services,  Theme  4-
21/2004 Foreign-controlled enterprises.

• Eurostat: Business services - An analysis of  structural, foreign affiliates 
and business demography statistics, data 2001 . published January 2005

• OECD.  Measuring  Globalisation  The  Role  of  Multinationals  2001 
Volume I: Manufacturing Sector, Volume II: Services, published 2002

• UNCTAD: World Investment Report 2005, published 2005
• UNCTAD: World Investment Directory

Accessibility:  ITPS statistics,  reports and analyses are available at the authority’s 
website without any restrictions.

Scope/Coverage Surveys and analyses cover four defined areas:

Increasing international competition

The  focus  is  mobility  of  people,  knowledge,  investments,  capital,  goods  and 
services. Of  special interest is how the mobility works between corporations and 
markets.

Industrial restructuring and dynamics

Industrial dynamics is about start ups of  new businesses and closures of  old and 
the development and progress within existing firms.

Regional development

Regional  development  deals  with  regional  variation  and  regional  competition 
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concerning  investments,  dynamics  and  growth.  The  regional  perspective  is 
described  to  offer  opportunities  for  better  understanding  of  the  dynamics  of  
industrial  change,  the  consequences  of  internationalisation  and  the  impact  of  
policy.

Technological change and development

Technological change and development focus on new technology, new forms of  
organisation and emergence of  new industries that determent Sweden’s growth in 
the long run.

Geographic coverage International; EU; National; Regional

Coverage of  research 
policy priorities

More  effective  and  efficient  public  expenditure  on  R&D;  National  targets  for 
public and private investment in R&D; Policy mix governance structure.

Overview • Statistical  descriptions  and  analyses  of  the  structure  and  dynamics  of  
Swedish industry.

• Evaluations that concern the Swedish national and regional policies for 
industrial development and innovation.

• Policy intelligence, deepening analyses and benchmarking to learn from 
other countries policy schemes.

Type of  data Primary data; Secondary data; Analysis.

Methods/Approach Statistic

The statistics  surveys are  divided into five  areas;  Bankruptcies  and hearings on 
composition without bankruptcies, Information technology, International business, 
New enterprises and State aid. Depending on the type of  statistics data collection is 
done in different ways, for example:

International Business statistics

These  statistics  are  based  on  comparative  figures  that  are  collected  from  the 
corporation register that includes all types of  corporations. These statistics are then 
combined  with  the  data  concerning  import  and  export  from Statistics  Sweden 
(SCB).

State aid statistics

The state aid statistics are based on posted questionnaires in which authorities and 
organisations  report  what  type  and  size  of  allotments  that  is  allocated  by  the 
organisation.

Evaluations and Monitoring analyses

ITPS  also  conduct  evaluations  and  monitoring  analyses  focusing  on  policy 
measures and international development:

Evaluations

The evaluation department uses statistics and is working from a policy perspective. 
The evaluations can for example concentrate on particular efforts and measures 
often with a focus on policy within the four areas defined by the authority.
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Monitoring analysis/Policy Intelligence

The Policy  intelligence  is  managed  by  the  office  in  Stockholm and the  offices 
abroad. The policy intelligence analyses are conducted in close collaboration with 
VINNOVA (Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems), Nutek (Swedish Agency for 
Economic and Regional Growth) and the Swedish Energy Agency. The purpose 
with policy intelligence is to complement the statistics with deepening thematic 
analyses as well as with analyses of  the international development trends.

Time series When ITPS was established in 2001 the agency took over the responsibility  of  
surveys  that  where  conducted  by  Nutek  (Swedish  Agency  for  Economic  and 
Regional Growth: http://www.nutek.se/).

In general, the statistical surveys cover the period from mid 1990s up to today. 
Some  of  the  statistics  covers  the  period  from  1980s.  Because  of  changes  in 
definitions ITPS can not guarantee the same high quality in comparisons with the 
1980s as with later periods.

Frequency The statistics are updated every year and reports are presented yearly. Statistics of  
bankruptcies are one exception, these statistics are presented monthly.

Source: Erawatch, 2006
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Invest in Sweden 

Mission The  Invest  in  Sweden  Agency  (ISA)  is  the  government  agency  assisting  and 
informing  foreign  investors  about  business  and  investment  opportunities  in 
Sweden.

International 
representation

With headquarters in Stockholm, ISA has international operations in the United 
States, China and Japan and representation in the United Kingdom.

Status Government Government agency.

Main activity Promoting investment and business opportunities in Sweden to foreign investors.

Research funder State-funded.

Main Structure ISA’s organisation comprises of:

• research
• business analyses
• service for firm establishment
• Market communication
• Regional service
• International sales

Characteristics of  
operation

ISA offers assistance with:

• Comprehensive information on business and investment opportunities in 
Sweden, key business sectors and the Swedish economy.

• Tailor-made information and practical advice on how to proceed when 
setting up a business in Sweden.

• Introductions  to  relevant  contacts  among  Swedish  authorities,  utility 
providers  and  professional  service  companies  such  as  lawyers, 
accountants, relocation specialists and recruitment companies.

• Assistance  in  finding  and  arranging  visiting  programmes  to  the  most 
suitable locations in Sweden.

• Support in finding companies for possible joint ventures or other forms 
of  cooperation.

More specifically:

• Costs for establishing a business
• Contracts of  employment in Sweden 
• Establishing a business in Sweden
• Foreign employers’ liability for social security charges
• Guide to Swedish commercial rents
• Guidelines for starting a branch office
• Guidelines for starting a franchise business
• Guidelines for starting a limited liability company
• Guidelines for starting a private business
• Guidelines for starting a representation office
• Living and working in Sweden
• Occupational pension and insurance
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• Social security costs in Sweden
• Taxes in Sweden
• Tax relief  for foreign key personnel
• The Swedish old-age pension system
• Visas, work and residence permits
• Useful addresses when setting up a business

Year 2006.

Number of  employees 70, half  in Sweden and half  abroad.

Research staff The majority of  ISA staff  has a background in the corporate sector and expertise 
in the investment process. These attributes help ensure professional guidance for 
successful business launches in Sweden.

Cooperation ISA  cooperates  with  other  agencies  and  organizations,  e.g.  NUTEK  and 
VINNOVA. ISA has also established networks with local and regional investment 
promoting  groups.  ISA  is  a  member  of  World  Association  of  Investment 
Promotion Agencies.

Geographical priorities Regional and international.

Total annual budget in 
Euro

5626 thousand euros for 2008.

Funding impact 
assessment processes

Must report back to the government every six months.

Source: www.isa.se
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The Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, NUTEK

Mission Nutek’s mission is the creation of  new enterprises, increasing growth in enterprises 
and strengthening regions -  and consequently  to promote sustainable economic 
growth and prosperity throughout the country.

International 
representation

No foreign offices or branches.

Status Government Agency.

Activities Entrepreneurship funder, advisory body.

Main activity The organization has multiple roles.

Research funder The government.

Background 1991

Nutek is founded through a meger between three government agencies; Styrelsen 
för teknisk utveckling (STU), Statens Energiverk (STEV) and Statens Industriverk 
(SIND).

2001

The present NUTEK organisation is formed with prime focus on business and 
regional development. Questions related to technical R&D is moved to the newly-
founded VINNOVA organisation.

Main Structure

Component 
organisations

Nutek has no sub-units.

Parent organisation Nutek is not a sub-unit.

Characteristics of  
operation

Nutek suggests actions to be undertaken both aiming at the near future and further 
away.  The short-term suggestions are of  the nature of  operative actions aimed 
directly at the SMEs, whereas the objectives of  the long-run suggestions are to 
create favourable conditions for SMEs development. Information oriented actions, 
such as maintaining a website, are important examples of  long-term actions.

Year 2007.

Number of  employees Approx 215 placed in Stockholm, Östersund and Arjeplog.

Overview Nutek has the following operations:

• develop and disseminate knowledge, tools and methods.
• run and support programmes in selected areas.
• support and create networks and alliances.
• inform and guide entrepreneurs.
• take  decisions  on  and  co-ordinate  and  develop  regional  support  for 

enterprises.
• conduct analyses and provide data on which government decisions can be 
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based.

All this is done in dialogue and collaboration with other actors, in Sweden and at 
international level.

Research policy 
priorities

Nutek has identified 10 input areas:

Guidance for entrepreneurs

Inform and guide entrepreneurs through the Internet and over the phone. The aim 
is  to  make  things  easier  for  anyone  who  wants  to  start,  run  and  develop  an 
enterprise.

Improving regulations

Ensure  that  laws  and  regulations  are  so  straightforward  and  appropriate  that 
anyone can consider setting up, running and developing an enterprise. Nutek’s role 
is  to  co-ordinate,  spearhead  and  develop  this  work  -  in  collaboration  with 
ministries, government agencies and the business community.

Attitudes to entrepreneurship

Disseminate  knowledge  of  entrepreneurship  and  encourage  more  people  to 
become entrepreneurs. Young people are a priority target group.

Business development

Develop  the  conditions  necessary  for  growth  in  small  and  medium-sized 
enterprises.  One  example  is  the  programme for  product  development  in  small 
enterprises. Nutek also take special initiatives to promote enterprise in the form of  
cooperatives, as well as enterprise among women and immigrants.

Supply of  capital

Analyse the capital market and carry out and propose initiatives that contribute 
towards new and growing enterprises having better opportunities for funding.

Tourist industry

Promote  enterprise  and  entrepreneurship  in  the  tourist  industry.  Additionally, 
produce and disseminate information about tourism and the development of  the 
tourist industry in Sweden. 

Swedish Environmental Technology Council

Nutek  is  the  host  agency  of  the  Swedish  Environmental  Technology  Council 
(SWENTEC).  The  Council  strengthens  the  business  opportunities  and 
competitiveness  of  Swedish  enterprises  in  environmental  technology  and 
environmentally sound manufacturing processes, goods and services.

Regional growth programmes 

Nutek has  been requested  by  the  government  to  co-ordinate  the  work on the 
regional growth programmes, which are developed by county administrative boards 
or regional self-government bodies in co-operation with other actors.  They also 
conduct programmes supporting the work on the regional growth programmes. 

Regional support

Nutek  is responsible  for  transport  grants  and  take  decisions  on  regional 
development grants and employment grants. They are also the national expert body 
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in this area and are responsible for development and co-ordination. The support is 
targeted at increased growth and employment.

Regional Structural Funds programmes

Nutek will administer eight regional Structural Funds programmes for the period 
from 2007 to 2013 - programmes which are financed by the European Regional 
Development Fund.  The programmes are intended to promote competitiveness 
and employment  and are being  carried out in  close  collaboration with regional 
Structural Funds partnerships.

Actions Actions are primarily oriented towards:

• already motivated SMEs, 
• to strengthen driving forces for the use of  ICT in SMEs,
• to make use of  the enlargement of  the broadband network,
• to create a forum for capturing SMEs need for electronic services,
• to market Swedish businesses internationally concerning the application 

of  ICT.

Nutek’s suggestion for an action plan is divided into the following seven 
areas:

• Electronic business/commerce
• IT-security
• Electronic services
• Branch specific solutions
• Mobile solutions
• Public purchasing (offentlig upphandling)
• Web-based competence development and interactive education.

Number 1 has the highest priority and 7 the lowest.

Sectoral priorities Business formation.

Geographical priorities National and regional.

Development of  
priorities

Nutek argues for a wide venture within the area of  ICT and business. ICT must be 
viewed as a part of  a business strategy directed at the future. It is important that 
the different actions are formulated in harmony with different regional conditions 
and ambitions.

Total annual budget in 
Euro

Approx. 130 million Euros (2004).

Budget trends • No information available.

Ongoing projects and 
programmes

• Baltic 21 Näringsliv
• DemoMiljö
• EU:s strukturfonder
• Fordonsprogram för tillverkningsindustrin
• Framtidens Näringsliv
• Handlingskraft med IT
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• Invandrares företagande
• Kreditgarantiföreningar, program för utveckling av
• Kommunal teknikskola - KomTek
• Kooperativt företagande
• Kvinnors företagande
• Kunskaps- och metodutvecklingsprogram för regional tillväxt
• Miljödriven näringslivsutveckling
• Nationellt entreprenörskapsprogram
• NYPS, Projekt- och stödärendehantering
• Produktionslyftet
• Produktutveckling i små företag - av varor och tjänster
• Regelförenkling
• Regionala tillväxtprogram
• Regionalt klusterprogram
• Resurscentrum (Nationellt program för utveckling av resurscentra)
• Start av företag, samverkansprojekt
• StartSyd och StartÖst
• Storstadsprogrammet
• Svensk-norskt näringslivssamarbete
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